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Introduction
This survey was prepared by the North Buckhead Civic Association (NBCA). Parksrelated questions were provided by the Blue Heron Nature Preserve, Friends of Little
Nancy Creek Park, Friends of Mountain Way Common, and Livable Buckhead, Inc.
The survey was online and available for use from July 8 through July 31, 2015.
Invitations to take the survey were sent in two ways. Invitations were sent by email
to the 2,200+ email addresses on NBCA’s email list. The survey was also announced
in the July North Buckhead Newsletter which is delivered by postal mail to all
homeowners living in North Buckhead and all NBCA members living outside North
Buckhead. The participants in the survey numbered 203, of which virtually all were
residents. No attempt was made to identify whether survey takers were members of
NBCA.
About 10% of the people who started the survey quit along the way; the average
quitter answered about half the questions. The percentage scales for each question
were adjusted based on how many people were active in the survey at the time the
question was asked. Accordingly, 100% might represent 200 individuals on an early
question and only 180 individuals on a later one.
NBCA received complaints from a few survey takers who had technical problems
completing the survey, apparently due to software or communications issues. When
NBCA became aware or suspected that those problems had been experienced, extra
efforts were made to assist those survey takers in “retaking” the survey.
Some questions involved personal information. Answers to those questions are not
being made public. Those missing responses are indicated as N/A on the Contents
page.
All narrative comments are included in this report whether NBCA endorses, opposes
them, is indifferent, or if the comment makes no sense. In several cases, answers
were modified to remove information that might identify the author.
Some comments survey takers made deserve a clarifying response:
 Why print the Newsletter? Some said it is silly for NBCA to pay to mail its
Newsletter when email is obviously cheaper. Our NBCA response is, if NBCA
knew everyone’s email, we’d use email. But, we don’t; nobody does. Our goal
must be to be as effective as possible in the world we live in, the world where
most people’s email addresses are unknown. NBCA started its web site in
1998, when few used the web. We started our email list a few months later,
when few used email. As the real world changes, we’ll be sure to adapt.





NBCA is influential because so many people know we exist, know our policies,
and know of our accomplishments. Some learn of NBCA from email, others
from the Newsletter. With an email-only policy, NBCA would seem to thrive
financially while we slowly lost influence because we would be reaching fewer
and fewer people.
Can I opt out of a printed Newsletter? Some said they prefer receiving the
Newsletter by email and not get it by postal mail. That option is currently
available by request at NorthBuckhead@yahoo.com.
Why spend tax money on parks when there are other critical needs?
Some said tax money spent on our parks would be better used repaving roads
and fighting crime. The reality is that tax money is not being spent to create
i

our parks. Our park land has been privately donated or was bought by the
City using impact fees (fees earmarked for parks and paid by developers).
Virtually all park improvements (examples: PATH400, LNCP’s playground, and
the MWC bridge) are financed by private contributions (mostly by local
residents) and by grants from non-profits. Some ongoing maintenance, such
as mowing grass, may be financed using tax money, but most maintenance of
improvements will be done with private contributions.
You may ask, as high as our property taxes are, why do we have to pay for
our own parks? The answer is that property tax millage rates are set for
specific purposes and building new parks isn’t one of them. There is, for
instance, a millage rate for parks maintenance. If there were a millage rate
for building new parks, our taxes would be even higher.
It is apparent on some questions that the narrative responses for those questions are
clearly at odds with the Yes/No-type responses to those same issues. In those cases,
a majority takes one position but they narrative responses seem to say something
else. Since the percentage measures represent a significantly larger number of
opinions, NBCA will give more weight to the responses depicted in bar charts
throughout this report while also considering the often useful insights opinions a
fewer number of respondents took the time to write.
This survey report was prepared by Gordon Certain, NBCA President. If the reader
notices any errors or other issues, please email him at NorthBuckhead@yahoo.com.
North Buckhead Civic Association
August 15, 2015

ii

Understanding the Identity of Comment Authors
Throughout this document we provide comments from survey respondents.
We committed to keep the identities of respondents private but also want to
provide some insight into who is responding. This section explains the coding
system:
These examples are comments quoted for Question 3, about NBCA’s dues
increase:
3:Stratford_Park_Dr
I assume that this is what has to be done since everyone has to pay the dues to be a
member.
5:Loridans_Dr
At this time I find it hard to believe that all residents in our area would not have email. Thus I
find it a waste to pay for printing and mailing of a newsletter. Send it out online or have it in
digital format on website.

3:Stratford_Park_Dr – this person was the third survey respondent (of

200+ respondents) and lives on Stratford Park Drive.
5:Loridans_Dr – this person was the fifth survey respondent and lives on

Loridans Drive.

iii
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Part 1 - Survey Outline & Personal Information

NORTH BUCKHEAD CIVIC ASSOCIATION

North Buckhead Civic Association July 2015 Survey

SURVEY OUTLINE

We want to know what is on your mind to help make our neighborhood better. If you don't care about parts of the
survey, please skip them . This survey was prepared by NBCA in conjunction with area parks and is organized as
follows :
Personal Information - 2 questions
NBCA& General North Buckhead Topics- 9 questions
Public Parks and Recreation- (16 questions detailed below)
General - 2 questions
Planning for park at 519 Old Ivy Road- 1 question
PATH400- 2 questions
Mountain Way Common- 5 questions
Blue Heron Nature Preserve - 2 questions
Little Nancy Creek Park - 4 questions
Conclusion - 1 question

Make sure you click FINISH at bottom of survey so your opinions are sure to be captured.

1. PERSONAL INFORMATION
We won't publish or divulge your identity but knowing where you live inside (or outside) North
Buckhead and how we may contact you are extremely useful in understanding your answers.

We will share all responses on our web site unless you ask us not to . In sharing your responses
we will disguise your address so readers can generally understand where you live. If you are the

North Buckhead July 2015 Opinion Survey

112th respondent and live at 1234 Wieuca Road, your comment might be listed as coming from
#112-12XXWieucaRd . We sometimes use home addresses to generate dots on a neighborhood
map, though we don't foresee the need for that with this survey .

Please provide your HOME STREET ADDRESS (optional, but really helpful)

50 characters left.

2. Please provide YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS (optional, but helpful)

50 characters left.

!continue

>I
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Who Were The Survey Takers?
Street Name

Participants

Street Name

Participants
4
3

Allison Dr

1

Arden Way

7

Mountain Way
N Buckhead Dr

Beverly Ln

2

N Ivy Rd

8

Brookhaven Springs Ct

1

N Stratford Rd

17

Brookhaven Springs Dr

1

Old Ivy Ln

3

Buckhead Trace

1

Buff Dr

2

Old Ivy Rd
Park Ave

7
5

Carmain Dr

4

Chateaugay Ln

1

Park Regency Pl
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd

4
4

Conifer Cir

1

Peachtree Rd

7

Creek Wood Close

1

Pinecrest Rd

1

Danube Rd

2

Emma Ln

1

Potters Walk
Rickenbacker Dr

1
1

Glengary Dr

6

Rickenbacker Way

2

Haven Oaks Ct

1

Roswell Rd

1

Herrington Dr
Ivy Chase

7
5

Sheldon Dr

2

Statewood Rd

1

Ivy Knoll

2

Stephens Mill Run

1

Ivy Ln

1

Stovall Blvd

6

Ivy Park Ln

2

Stovall Pl

2

Ivy Pkwy

1

Stovall Ter

4

Ivy Rd

6

Stratford Park Dr

1

Ivy Trl

1

Stratford Pl

2

Lakemoore Dr

6

Valley Brook Dr

2

Land O'Lakes Ct

1

Valley Green Dr

8

Land O'Lakes Dr

2

Whittington Dr

1

Longleaf Dr
Loridans Cir

3
3

Wieuca Rd

11

Loridans Dr

5

Wieuca Ter
Wieuca Trace

4
4

Lovette Ln
Mayfair Rd

1
1

* Eulalia Rd

1

McClatchey Cir

5

* Fountain Oaks Lane

1

Meadowbrook Dr
Midvale Dr

1
1

* Highgrove Pointe
* Woods Cir

1
1

Mountain Dr

1

*** Unknown ***

4
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How did survey taker count change during the July Survey?
About 10% of those startiing the survey quit somewhere along the way. This chart shows how many people
were available to answer each question.
Survey
Taker
Count

Question

203

Q. 3 ‐ Do you have a reaction to NBCA's dues increase?

202

Q. 4 ‐ Newsletter Articles ‐ Article Topics Suggestions?

202

Q. 5 ‐ Is NORTH BUCKHEAD NEWSLETTER the right name?

202

Q. 6 ‐ Newsletter Mailing List ‐ Are we missing anyeone?

202

Q. 7 ‐ What initiatives should NBCA take on so you can get more involved?

202

Q. 8 ‐ Public Art ‐ Should North Buckhead become home to "The Storyteller", by Frank Fleming?

201

Q. 9 ‐ Neighborhood Banners?

201

Q. 10 ‐ Tour of North Buckhead Homes?

201

Q. 11 ‐ Roses and Thorns

201

Q. 12 ‐ What public parks/paths do you use?

201

Q. 13 ‐ What do you do at these parks?

200

Q. 14 ‐ PARK VISIONING ‐ 519 Old Ivy Road

200

Q. 15 ‐ What is your reaction to PATH400?

199

Q. 16 ‐ PATH400

199

Q. 17 ‐ What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?

195

Q. 18 ‐ What amenities at MWC would make you visit more often?

194

Q. 19 ‐ Should Mountain Way Common be a venue for public art?

193

Q. 20 ‐ What would make you more likely to donate to the development of MWC?

192

Q. 21 ‐ How can the MWC be improved to encourage you to use it more?

191

Q. 22 ‐ What do you like most about Blue Heron Nature Preserve?

188

Q. 23 ‐ One change about Blue Heron, what would it be?

187

Q. 24 ‐ Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from your house?

183

Q. 25 ‐Is current crosswalk/flashing light system safe and effective?

175

Q. 26 ‐ How do you feel about various features of Little Nancy Creek Park?

169

Q. 27 ‐ Tax‐deductible donations are needed for sidewalk from street into Little Nancy Creek Park.

74

Q. 28 ‐ Do you have thoughts about this survey, general comments about North Buckhead?

North Buckhead July 2015 Opinion Survey

Part 2 - NBCA and General North Buckhead

NORTH BUCKHEAD CIVIC ASSOCIATION

North Buckhead Civic Association July 2015 Survey

NBCA AND GENERAL NORTH BUCKHEAD QUESTIONS

3. NBCA Dues Increase

As outlined on page 10 of the July Newsletter, NBCA is increasing dues in October with residential
dues increasing from $35 to $50 per year. Our principal issues were that funding our
neighborhood's master plan (approved by the City Council on July 6) was quite costly and that
communications expenses, principally our newsletter, are growing . Homeowner dues will remain
less than a dollar a week.

Do you have a reaction to NBCA's dues increase? If you have thoughts of how NBCA might raise
money, please tell us in the comments .

Disapprove

Neutral

OK with change

0

0

0

Comment:

500 characters left.

>

NORTH BUCKHEAD NEWSLETTER

The next few questions deal with the quarterly North Buckhead Newsletter.
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Q. 3 ‐ Do you have a reaction to NBCA's dues increase?

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

OK with change

50%

60%

Neutral

70%

80%

90%

Disapprove

98.5% of survey respondents answered this question. Their opinions are shown above.

100%

North Buckhead July 2015 Opinion Survey

Q. 3 - NBCA Dues Increase

Comment

3:Stratford_Park_Dr

I assume that this is what has to be done since everyone has to pay the dues to be a
member.
5:Loridans_Dr
At this time I find it hard to believe that all residents in our area would not have
email. Thus I find it a waste to pay for printing and mailing of a newsletter. Send it
out online or have it in digital format on website.
6:Creek_Wood_Close
suggest go to $40, with a plan to gradually increase from there
12:N_Ivy_Rd
I wonder if leaving the dues at $35, and asking for additional $ voluntarily would be
more palatable?
Would we lose members at the new rate which is a 43% increase?
14:Chateaugay_Ln
Is the paper newsletter still necessary? I prefer the enewsletter instead. It arrives
in a more timely manner, less effort on your part and saves $$. I know you don't have
emails for everyone, but just because the paper newsletter is coming in the mail doesn't
mean it's being read.
18:Statewood_Rd
Suggest having newsletter on-line only.
22:Lovette_Ln
Feel you will lose existing members and not acquire new members as easily
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
This is extremely reasonable for all the benefits we receive from NBCA.
26:MountainWay
Not a big deal
28:Ivy_Knoll
Cut operating costs by only mailing the newsletter to those households who pay the annual
dues.

Page 1 of 8
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Q. 3 - NBCA Dues Increase

Comment

29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd

In this day and age, is there truly a need to continue the printed newsletter? Money is
better spent improving your online presence (website, searchable online databases and
resources, eblasts, etc.) The website is atrocious!
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Have you considered allowing residents to "go green"? Might be helpful in controlling
expenses!
35:Ivy_Rd
As a retiree on a fixed income, the increase will be hard for me.
40:Park_Ave
You're doing such a great job. Love it!
41:Danube_Rd
It's a pretty big jump.
42:Unk
I'm fine with the increase in dues, but suggest eliminating the paper newsletter and only
sending out e-newsletters to cut down on costs.
47:N_Buckhead_Dr
Neutral - but I went ahead and paid my dues which were very late! $15 will buy a meal at
the MWC food trucks.
48:Herrington_Dr
This is a huge increase compared to cost of living. The projects must be very important.
Does this large percentage increase mean we have not had very important projects in the
past?
Please do not become like politicians and get money just because....
50:Valley_Green_Dr
It is a lot for a membership compared to other memberships. I do like the work that NBCA
does and try to respond to the surveys. Hopefully, this is a temporary increase?

Page 2 of 8
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Q. 3 - NBCA Dues Increase

52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr

Comment

It's worth it to me, because of the frequent North Buckhead updates that let me know of
important things happening in the neighborhood...good and bad!
61:Stovall_Blvd
The dues have been very low all these years, and I don't have a problem with raising them
to $50.
63:Wieuca_Rd
New dues seem a little high. Maybe we shouldn't mail newsletters to all homes in N.
Buckhead regardless of whether they are members. Maybe have those people go online to
read and only mail to members. Would that save some money?
66:Wieuca_Ter
Would prefer to remain at $35.
70:Wieuca_Trce
There should be a way to receive only an electronic copy of the newsletter, member or
not, thus saving considerable money.
72:Longleaf_Dr
very reasonable I would be cool with up to 100.00
73:Wieuca_Rd
Obviously i don't like to pay more, but i do see the value and i am happy to support our
neighborhood
80:N_Stratford_Rd
Wish more residents felt responsibility to join and pay dues for this wonderful
organization
81:N_Stratford_Rd
The need for the increase has not been demonstrated
82:Glengary_Dr
Maybe a couple of other fundraisers could raise money during the year. I think $50 is a
lot.

Page 3 of 8
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Q. 3 - NBCA Dues Increase

84:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

Not crazy about it, but it's understandable.
86:Mayfair_Rd
Go to all electronic dist. Email and post on website.
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
Could we have some events to raise money, as well. More events? What about something at
a local restaurant with a cover or charge per couple (cocktails and appetizers?) and
possibly a silent auction with donations?
88:Mountain_Way
I've been in the neighborhood for close to 20 years. In my opinion NBCA dues are a
bargain considering the benefit received by the community.
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Do not mail the newsletter to non members in order to save money. The newsletter is one
of the benefits of paying our dues. What is the incentive to pay dues?
96:Wieuca_Ter
I think NBCA is worth every penny of $50 but am worried membership will drop off.
99:Carmain_Dr
Of course no one wants to pay more but it is very difficult to raise money other ways
110:Stratford_Pl
I have no objection.
111:Arden_Way
You offer a great deal of service and the fees have not increased since I moved here
years ago.
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
Charge a toll on Old Ivy to non-locals (ha, ha).
120:Lakemoore_Dr
it may cause some people not to be able to afford it

Page 4 of 8
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Q. 3 - NBCA Dues Increase

128:Herrington_Dr

Comment

Seems a bit high, but will continue to be a member.
130:Herrington_Dr
Probably could have raised it to $65 or $75.
141:N_Buckhead_Dr
It is a service that requires time and expense; I support the additional increase.
142:Valley_Green_Dr
Seems like a lot for a membership (more than most that I belong to of this kind. But
maybe it could be temporary until the funding is restored?
143:Peachtree_Rd
Even at $50 still the lowest in Buckhead.
144:Danube_Rd
I think $50 is about as high as you should go. Otherwise, keep the cost the same and
make the Fall Fling where you pay for your own food.
145:Loridans_Cir
The $50 may be unattractive or cost prohibitive to some. The percentage increase was a
lot. I would have recommended go to $45 for optics sake
147:McClatchey_Cir
Funny, though, $35 seems OK, $50 seems "expensive" . I wonder if many will drop out.
However, I understand why rate increased and will continue to support NBCA.
148:Stovall_Pl
So, we used to pay the annual dues, but have since stopped doing so. The reason for this
is that we don't think the NBCA is addressing concerns that we feel are important to our
neighborhood. Stories about the blue heron reserve and lost pets are emailed several
times a week, but no mention is made of the rampant theft and crime that is prevalent in
our neighborhood of late. When the NBCA starts talking safety, we will step up and pay
dues.
150:Conifer_Cir
Keep up the good work. Very much appreciated.

Page 5 of 8
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Q. 3 - NBCA Dues Increase

158:N_Ivy_Rd

Comment

Why mail newsletters anymore?
159:Peachtree_Rd
Do what you need to do
160:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
A great bargain for all the services we get
162:Ivy_Pkwy
$ 50.00 is sounding like "real" money. $ 35.00 was perfect. I'll probably renew early but
will renew.
164:Lakemoore_Dr
I understand the need. I hope we're able to successfully advocate for the master plan
and start construction plan development ASAP. Our streets desperately resurfacing and
discouraging speeding and use of certain streets by through traffic would be wonderful.
168:Stovall_Ter
but perhaps consider in the future dropping the printed / mailed newsletters. Or mailing
to members only
172:Ivy_Trl
I think most residents in this area can afford an additional $15. That's 1 meal at
Chipotle or an extravagant coffee at Starbucks. Y'all do a great job at keeping this
area together and the people informed. Thank you.
174:Stovall_Blvd
It takes $$$ to get things done, happy to be able to contribute
176:Park_Regency_Pl
Negotiate contributions from Buckhead businesses based on patronage by NBCA Dues-Paying
members.
181:Allison_Dr
I'm not thrilled about it for what I feel like I get in return but I will still pay it.
The biggest benefit of being a member for me, is information.

Page 6 of 8
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Q. 3 - NBCA Dues Increase

182:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

It's important to support the neighborhood and surrounding community. i'm happy to be a
part of contributing to that.
183:Loridans_Cir
Dont think the newsletter needs to be printed. Maybe opt in for it? Seems like that is
what is driving the costs.
online newsletter seems to suffice for me.
186:Wieuca_Trce
Likely will discontinue membership at this price. Rather would support nbca to find more
members to cover revenues than increasing dues by 43%!!!
189:Wieuca_Ter
Seems like an awfully big jump in membership dues.
194:Ivy_Rd
Completely reasonable. I just moved here from the burbs and the HOA dues are much more
expensive. You have to have money to do things and I, for one, appreciate all the
volunteers.
198:Longleaf_Dr
Just moved to this address one year ago. Have not been a paying member, but receiving
emails, etc. Interested in being a paying member. $50/year seems fair.
200:Park_Ave
You could send additional e-mail out to members and ask for additional funding for the
increased costs.
I know you have done this before but how about again - each quarter or whatever as needed.
204:Stovall_Blvd
I still support the group and understand the reason, but was surprised by such a large
increase.
205:Carmain_Dr
It's a pretty steep increase to go to $50.00. Maybe $45 would have been better. It will
be interesting to see how the membership renewals go.

Page 7 of 8
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Q. 3 - NBCA Dues Increase

207:Brookhaven_Springs_Ct

Comment

Please monitor expenses. Remember to lower dues as expenses decrease
211:N_Stratford_Road
I'm fine with the increase, but don't understand where all the money for the master plan
went. Construction is rampant, no street or pedestrian improvements have been made
(actually it's worse now), and I'm left wondering what happened?
212:Wieuca_Trce
$50 is still a very low amount to pay and it should not deter anyone from paying
215:Buff_Dr
Would be helpful to explain at the time of renewal how the dues are spent.

Page 8 of 8
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4. Newsletter Articles - Article Topics

Do you have any suggestions about future newsletter topics? Do you have suggestions about
interviews of North Buckhead residents or public officials which we should consider for the
newsletter?

....

350 characters left.

5. Is NORTH BUCKHEAD NEWSLETTER the right name?

From time to time we wonder: is newsletter the right name for a 16-page periodical mailed to 4,300 addresses?
Would another name fit better? If it were a choice between North Buckhead Gazette and North Buckhead
Newsletter, we'd choose Newsletter. But maybe you have a creative name that fits us better.

350 characters left.

6. Newsletter Mailing List - Are we missing anyeone?

NBCA's North Buckhead Newsletter is mailed to all homeowners living in North Buckhead whether
they are NBCA members or not. But from time to time we find omissions in our mailing list. If you
(or someone you know) live in North Buckhead and don't receive the newsletter, please enter the
street address or email if you don't know their address.
(We will not publish answers to this question .)

50 characters left.
!continue
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

3:Stratford_Park_Dr

Comment

I think you cover a lot of topics.
7:Buff_Dr
Please interview the head of Watershed Management as to why it's impossible to get them
to do something about the street flooding in front of my house whenever we get more than
a quarter inch of rain. Is there someone from zoning you can interview about that
unfinished eyesore at the corner of Mountain Drive and North Ivy?
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
I think you are doing a great job
11:Valley_Green_Dr
Would be interested in knowing more about the people and elected officials most involved
in making neighborhood decisions. Would like to know demographics of area, such as age,
education and income level, and how this might be changing.
14:Chateaugay_Ln
Focus on neighborhood history. Also, profile a neighbor who is doing something
significant for the community. Also, feature news about our local schools (Sarah Smith,
Sutton, etc.)
16:Carmain_Dr
No, I think you do a great job with your reporting on issues that impact the neighborhood.
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
I love the newsletter. It would be great if we could get an article from city, state,
county or other public officials from time to time.
26:MountainWay
More wildlife articles. This is a part of what makes the area special
29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
The dire need for roadway improvements(our streets are destroying my car!), proposed
changes to improve traffic at notoriously bad intersections and corridors, what is the
Atlanta Police department doing about cut-through commuters driving 50+ MPH on Peachtree
Dunwoody Rd. and other residential streets?, where exactly are our tax dollars going?

Page 1 of 9
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

30:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

Maybe keep a "spotlight" on some of the fun things in the neighborhood to do join- e.g.
Mountain Way Food Truck Days, CHOA Friends of North Buckhead, Garden Club, Concerts at
LNCP, Fall Fling, PATH400, etc. Also- let us know how to volunteer with NBCA!
31:3961_Arden_Way
I think the newsletter covers all the important issues. Our neighborhood is so big, I
wonder if it would be possible to have a section for the different parts of it -- like
the AJC does with Cobb Co., Intown, etc. No idea what it would cover, but it can be hard
to feel connected when we are so big
33:Peachtree_Rd
No
35:Ivy_Rd
You do an excellent job, and I see no reason for changes.
37:Beverly_Ln
no
38:Arden_Way
We are fairly new to the neighborhood so would love to better understand the history of
the area. Personal stories from those who may have grown up in the area and have seen it
grow and change. Also, anything you can do to help make meeting neighbors easier for new
folks would be awesome!
44:Herrington_dr
Not at this time
46:Glengary_Dr
Articles about local schools
47:N_Buckhead_Dr
I really like hearing about new "developments" such as new stores, restaurants, parks,
residential developments in the area.
48:Herrington_Dr
So far good
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

56:Midvale_Dr

Comment

Performance of Public Schools in Neighborhood
Changes to schools, such as boundaries of service areas for Schools.
57:Old_Ivy_Rd
Newsletter covers the right matters to me. Keep it centered on NB matters, don't try to
move beyond to ATL or other neighborhoods, unless their situation directly affects us.
There are other sources for that information.
60:Loridans_Dr
no--newsletter is great
64:N_Stratford_Rd
I am always interested in what the neighborhood and police are doing to keep us safe and
deter criminals. More focus on crime, safety and what neighbors can do to watch out for
each other.
73:Wieuca_Rd
not at this time.
76:Ivy_Chase
Ok.
77:N_Stratford_Rd
If you would like to see monthly profiles, I would be happy to write them.
78:Ivy_Rd
Suggestions for businesses we would like added to north Buckhead area.
81:N_Stratford_Rd
We should on a rotating basis always interview a State, County or City elected official
and key employees (e.g. the City's new Planning Commissioner.
82:Glengary_Dr
I'm sure we have many very interesting people in the neighborhood, with hobbies, travels
different experiences. I think it would be great to feature a couple of neighbors and
their accomplishments. Also I don't know why the Garden Club is never mentioned. Our
kids have their accomplishments too..making an Eagle Scout, getting a scholarship...
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

Comment

83:Ivy_Chase
Enjoy it

84:Wieuca_Rd
I like a few general interest items about residents or activities, but I don't ahve any
particular suggestions at the moment.
86:Mayfair_Rd
Traffic Patterns, Calming, More info on Zoning request and especially FOLLOW UP
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
I have tried to buy a business add, and they say it is full "for years" to come. Add
more advertising space...that would raise money!
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Crime stopper tips from the police dept.
93:Beverly_Ln
We may have missed this, but do you publish a complete listing of volunteer opportunities
for North Buckhead residents?
97:N_Stratford_Rd
Keep it local and informative.
98:Meadowbrook_Dr
Love interview idea
99:Carmain_Dr
We enjoy the news letter
100:Old_Ivy_Rd
Personality profiles of neighbors
101:Park_Regency_Pl
Are they working on making our area more pedestrian friendly. Also, updates on street
and sidewalk repair
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

104:Loridans_Dr

Comment

I think it excellentno opinion
106:Park_Regency_Pl
More variety in topics covered.
107:Brookhaven_Springs_Dr
Howard Shook
I would also like to have updates on the project under development near Roswell and
Wieuca. Are Atlanta and Sandy Springs working together on the impact on traffic in that
area?
109:Stovall_Ter
It would be nice to hear from our local representatives through this medium. What are
they working on. What projects that affect our neighborhood are going on or about to go
on.
110:Stratford_Pl
I think environmental concerns would make a good topic. I know of several people who
could write a good article for the newsletter on this subject. If you contact me, I would
be glad to give you their contact info.
Thanks!
116:Old_Ivy_Ln
I'd like to hear more from Councilman Shook. He seems generally supportive of the
community and NBCA, but that hardly seems to matter. Our streets are awful and the city
seems to approve any developer who asks for anything. What's HIS vision for this area?
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
Your newsletter articles are quite informative...keep up the good work. Any thoughts or
comments about traffic concerns are always appreciative.
120:Lakemoore_Dr
More safety issues ,I feel like we don't know everything that is happening to our
neighbors ,also I would love to know about handicap accessibility to the projects that
are taking place
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

128:Herrington_Dr

Comment

I enjoyed the current issue.
130:Herrington_Dr
Yes. The patrons of Buttermilk Cafe that park on both sides of Rickenbacker, impeding the
flow of traffic by reducing the road to one lane that would barely be wide enough for a
fire truck.
Parking should only be allowed on one side of the road only. Buttermilk should be
required to find another parking solution. Definitely a problem.
134:Sheldon_Dr
No
136:Park_Regency_Pl
Maybe talk to some attendees at the Mountain Way Food Truck or other events about how
why/how they enjoy it. Might encourage other attendees. Sort of like the article about
the Pajama Run.
137:N_Stratford_Rd
Maybe area restaurant info. General update of area news.
141:N_Buckhead_Dr
Crime Updates
Letter from Councilman Shook/other area politicians
Upcoming Events
List of Websites/Facebook Pages/Twitter accounts to follow for updates and
briefings.
Updates on development, construction, plans
142:Valley_Green_Dr
I think its great!
143:Peachtree_Rd
The new Commissioner of Planning for Atlanta
144:Danube_Rd
Neighborhood history is always good to have. Good to have some history in each
newsletter.
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

147:McClatchey_Cir

Comment

148:Stovall_Pl
CRIME!! It happens to our neighbors all the time, but almost no mention of it in the
newsletter. Would love to get a discussion going about hiring private neighborhood
security too. Also, police corruption, department of watershed management corruption and
mismanagement, dept. of solid waste incompetence. The list is endless...
150:Conifer_Cir
More prominent and attention focusing dissemination of proposed zoning changes that
represent broad impact or attempts to alter established zoning patterns.
153:Lakemoore_Dr
Property Taxes! I am in the process of trying to appeal my most recent assesment which
was already high. I did a comparison of the 12 houses on Lakemoore..uniformity of land
and bldg values varied significantly.
154:N_Ivy_Rd
Given that the discovery of a prowler was mentioned in this message, what about an
interview with the police commander of our precinct to tell us about/remind us of ways to
protect ourselves and our property.
157:Loridans_Dr
Spot light on new local resturants, a regular piece on residential real estate
transactions and developments
159:Peachtree_Rd
Indifferent
160:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
enjoy every issue
164:Lakemoore_Dr
How about interviewing one of the leaders of the Buckhead CID and get their perspective
on future development and improvements relating to the North Buckhead area.
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

166:Ivy_Park_Ln

Comment

The newsletter is very informative and well done. We appreciate the efforts and work
that goes into this.
169:Mountain_Way
Updates on code violations, abandoned, derelict property.
170:Rickenbacker_Way
neighbors showing their other neighbors some respect by not cutting and speeding through
neighborhoods
172:Ivy_Trl
It looks like the Buckhead Bar scene of yesteryear is slowly creeping in our
direction.Johnnie's, Tin Lizzie's,The Ivy & bartaco all within a block.The 1st hour of
every news program lists the shootings in the past 24 hours. Law permits guns in bars &
churches. Read Zone 2 police reports. Zoning needs to be kept in check. Crime is
here-more coming
181:Allison_Dr
Not at this time.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
It would be great to have more connectivity in the neighborhood in general that would
also allow us to take advantage of the new Path 400. Are there plans generally to
increase sidewalks or purchase rights of ways to connect parks and trails within the
neighborhood?
187:Lakemoore_Dr
Topics to include: new developments in our community to include residential and
commercialN.
188:Herrington_Dr
Love the newsletter - great comprehensive coverage of whats going on in our area.
189:Wieuca_Ter
Fine
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Q. 4 - Newsletter article topics - Any suggestions?

194:Ivy_Rd

Comment

I have enjoyed receiving these as I am new to this area and glad to hear what is going on!
198:Longleaf_Dr
Just beginning to pay attention to the newsletters - moved here one year ago - so no
suggestions yet......
200:Park_Ave
You could give option of received e-mailed versus hard-copy version to save costs of
printing and postage instead of everyone getting both.
201:Wieuca_Rd
There are so many residents, particularly in the new multi-family (apartments) in North
Buckhead, that are new to the area. A brief half column about area history might help
them feel at home.
Also promote the benefits of membership. The timely emails about what is happening, be
it lost dogs or crime, are well worth $50.00 a year.
203:Old_Ivy_Rd
Traffic control..... and Sarah Smith school administrators and/or PTA ...i.e. can they
please inform the parents and teachers and others that the speed limit is 25mph on the
street.... and the parents parking situation in the neighborhood!
204:Stovall_Blvd
No suggestions. Enjoy reading the newsletter
207:Brookhaven_Springs_Ct
Too much in newsletter. Would it be less expensive to send out e-mail?
209:Sheldon_Dr
School updates, traffic, development, parks, services
211:N_Stratford_Road
I would like to hear more about Police services. Speeding is a constant problem in the
neighborhood. I would like to see more police officials held accountable as to why there
isn't more quality of life safety being enforced in the area - especially with so many
children living here.
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

3:Stratford_Park_Dr

Comment

Maybe North Buckhead Association Newsletter, but that may be too long of a title!
9:N_Ivy_Rd
Hate "gazette"
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
I like the current name
11:Valley_Green_Dr
Newsletter is fine!
15:Old_Ivy_Rd
Current name is just fine.
16:Carmain_Dr
I have no opinion on this.
19:Woods_Cir
I agree newsletter is the better choice of the 2.
21:Valley_Brook_Dr
Newsletter works just fine.
22:Lovette_Ln
Fine the way it is
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
I am okay with Newsletter, although that barely does it justice. Something like "North
Buckhead News (or Journal, Times, Crier, Beacon, Chronicle)" would not be overblown in my
opinion.
26:MountainWay
No change
28:Ivy_Knoll
North Buckhead News
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd

Comment

The North Buckhead Journal
30:N_Stratford_Rd
No preference
31:3961_Arden_Way
not creative!
33:Peachtree_Rd
I like Newsletter
34:Potters_Walk
Newsletter
35:Ivy_Rd
Not really: NB Bulletin doesn't seem any better...
37:Beverly_Ln
yes
38:Arden_Way
I like the idea of calling it a newspaper of some kind but don't have strong emotions
either way.
40:Park_Ave
I like North Buckhead Newsletter
44:Herrington_dr
I like newsletter
46:Glengary_Dr
Yes
48:Herrington_Dr
OK
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

Comment

50:Valley_Green_Dr
I think descriptive is good.
52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
Prefer Newsletter...that's what it is!

57:Old_Ivy_Rd
Yes as it differentiates it from a paper or ad-based pub.
60:Loridans_Dr
Newsletter is perfect name
61:Stovall_Blvd
I like North Buckhead Newsletter.
64:N_Stratford_Rd
Doesn't matter to me.
68:Valley_Green_Dr
Like Newsletter. Keep it.
70:Wieuca_Trce
I think it's fine. No change necessary.
72:Longleaf_Dr
Yes - I think it fits and is appropriate
73:Wieuca_Rd
I am good with it. the name is pertinent to the content.
74:Wieuca_Trace
I see no issue with calling it what it is, but people may engage more if it had a name
that made them feel like they were part of something vs. receiving a report out.
Something like the North Buckhead Voice or Connection or Beacon may be a little more fun
and engaging.
75:Buckhead_Trce
Name is fine
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

76:Ivy_Chase

Comment

Stay the same.
77:N_Stratford_Rd
I like Newsletter or just North Buckhead News.
80:N_Stratford_Rd
Like present name
81:N_Stratford_Rd
A catchy name would be good. Maybe have a neighborhood contest.
82:Glengary_Dr
Gazette sounds like something from the 1800's.
I think we should keep the name.

It IS a newsletter

83:Ivy_Chase
N/C
84:Wieuca_Rd
Newsletter works for me.
86:Mayfair_Rd
No ideas
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
what about just North Buckhead News? shorter and would save some printing costs, LOL
88:Mountain_Way
I don't have an issue in front of me but if the subhead isn't something like 'The
Quarterly Newsletter of the NBCA' then that might be helpful.
To me the value of the newsletter is the content. The name is helpful to people who
aren't familiar with the newsletter to understand why it might be important to them.
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
North Buckhead Newsletter or North Buckhead News
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

96:Wieuca_Ter

Comment

I like the Gazette. Sounds more like a newspaper.
97:N_Stratford_Rd
Stick to Newsletter
98:Meadowbrook_Dr
Newsletter
100:Old_Ivy_Rd
yes
106:Park_Regency_Pl
The current title is appropriate.
109:Stovall_Ter
newsletter sounds very dated in this day and age but its fine.
110:Stratford_Pl
I'd try: North Buckhead News
111:Arden_Way
I am fine with the name. It says what it is.
113:Ivy_Chase
Yes
114:Ivy_Chase
Newsletter is good.
116:Old_Ivy_Ln
Newsletter is fine with me.
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
North Buckhead Civic Association Newsletter is my choice. The words civic and newsletter
convey more of a neighborhood emphasis, as opposed to an advertisement oriented magazine
(Gazette).
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

121:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

Do you put the newsletters online? I'm new to the neighborhood and would enjoy looking
back through the history of the area.
124:Old_Ivy_Rd
North Buckhead News
128:Herrington_Dr
I agree with keeping the name newsletter, picking from the two. Maybe there's someone
creative who can help!
130:Herrington_Dr
The North Buckhead Neighbor
134:Sheldon_Dr
The North Buckhead Newsletter name is the best one.
135:N_Stratford_Rd
Yes
136:Park_Regency_Pl
I think Newsletter is the appropriate name. We need this to inform us, not to entertain
us.
137:N_Stratford_Rd
Yes
140:Wieuca_Rd
sure
142:Valley_Green_Dr
I like Newsletter fine.
143:Peachtree_Rd
North Buckhead Civic Association Newsletter - as it is currently named - seems perfect.
144:Danube_Rd
North Buckhead Notes... North Buckhead Notations...
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

Comment

145:Loridans_Cir
yes
147:McClatchey_Cir
Newsletter works!
148:Stovall_Pl
It doesn't matter what it is called.
153:Lakemoore_Dr
What about just North Buckhead News?

154:N_Ivy_Rd
North Buckhead Newsletter seems just right.
157:Loridans_Dr
Name is fine
159:Peachtree_Rd
In Italics as secondary title: "NOBU NEWS"
160:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
O K with the name
162:Ivy_Pkwy
I like Newsletter as it is the correct description.
163:Wieuca_Rd
Yes, it's the right name. I'm not sure I understand the problem you think a name change
might solve.
164:Lakemoore_Dr
Connect North Buckhead
North Buckhead Connection
* Intelligencer (name of Atlanta's first successful daily)
* Bulletin, Advisor, Journal, Star, Visionary, Today, Voice, Flyer, Beacon, Banner,
Bulletin, Note, Notice, Notary, Advocate, Advance, Bugle, Brief, Current Citizen,
Discovery, Neighbor, Navigator, News, Bailiwick
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

166:Ivy_Park_Ln

Comment

Newsletter is fine.
167:Lakemoore_Dr
I think Newsletter is a fine name for the document.
168:Stovall_Ter
its good
170:Rickenbacker_Way
Newsletter is nice
172:Ivy_Trl
We have bigger fish to fry than worrying about a name on a periodical. The contents
inside will remain the same, regardless of what you call it.
173:McClatchey_Cir
Newsletter is the right name
181:Allison_Dr
It doesn't matter that much to me. I just like the information.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
I like the name as-is because we all know what it is. My opinion is "no need to fix what
is not broken."
184:N_Stratford_Rd
Newsletter
187:Lakemoore_Dr
Newsletter is fine.
189:Wieuca_Ter
Fine
191:Park_Ave
Not of significance
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Q. 5 - Is North Buckhead Newsletter the right name?

Comment

194:Ivy_Rd
Yes!

198:Longleaf_Dr
will think about - find with it as is for now
200:Park_Ave
North Buckhead News
North Buckhead Bulletin
204:Stovall_Blvd
No opinion - I think newsletter is fine.
205:Carmain_Dr
Leave it the same.

If it's not broken, leave it alone.

207:Brookhaven_Springs_Ct
Leave it. It is a newsletter
211:N_Stratford_Road
Newsletter is fine.
212:Wieuca_Trce
I like the name
214:Wieuca_Rd
I think it's fine. A different name would not make me read it more.
215:Buff_Dr
North Buckhead Newsletter is good. It says what it is.
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Part 3 - NBCA Volunteering

NORTH BUCKHEAD CIVIC ASSOCIATION

North Buckhead Civic Association July 2015 Survey

7. NBCA Volunteering

NBCA is an organization of volunteers. What initiatives should NBCA take on so you can get more
involved in helping your neighborhood?

350 characters left.

8.
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Public Art- "The Storyteller" sculpture
Above- "The Storyteller", by Frank Fleming, in early 1999 in Buckhead Triangle Park (intersection
of Roswell Road and Peachtree Road) in front of the Roxy Theater, now the Buckhead Theater. The
park, now called Loudermilk Park, was recently extensively remodeled. The statue is of a mythical
half buck/half human who is explaining Buckhead history to the assembled animals. It has been
relegated to a storeroom somewhere . For more information about this artwork, visit Google and
enter "The Storyteller" sculpture atlanta -- there are many articles about it.

A May, 2015 article in the AJC was about that statue. Some loved it; others hated it. It's in storage
now, but available for reuse.

Should North Buckhead become home to "The Storyteller"?

O
0
0
0

Absolutely not

0

Other

I don't care
Great idea - Put it in North Buckhead Park (Wieuca Rd/Phipps Blvd)
Great idea- Put it somewhere else in North Buckhead (explain below)

Comment:

500 characters left.

>
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9.

Neighborhood Banners?

Some neighborhoods have created banners to demonstrate neighborhood pride and identity. These can be
displayed on porches, etc. Some examples are shown above.

Yes No

Would you be interested in seeing North Buckhead do something like this?
If so, how would you feel about having a neighborhood competition to design the banner?

0 0
0 0

Comment:

....

500 characters left.

>

10. Tour of North Buckhead Homes?
A number of Atlanta neighborhoods have successfully used a Tour of Homes as a fundraising event. The
money is primarily raised through sponsorships (realtors, decorators, banks, contractors, law firms, others in
the home business) as well as through ticket sales.
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See the following examples :
Inman Park Tour of Homes
Ansley Park Tour of Homes
Grant Park Tour of Homes
Virginia Highland Tour of Homes
Druid Hills Tour of Homes

Would you be interested in having North Buckhead create a Tour of Homes?
Are you willing to be contacted about possibly hosting a tour destination?
Comment:

....

>

500 characters left.

!continue

>I

Yes

No

0
0
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0
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Q. 7 - What initiatives should NBCA take on so you can get more
involved in helping your neighborhood?

3:Stratford_Park_Dr

Comment

I would love to have speed breakers added to N. Stratford, between Old Ivy and Wieuca. I
have been in touch with the city about getting a petition together, but I have not had
the time to go door to door to all the houses.
5:Loridans_Dr
Police response times. It is interesting to hear always call 911 but when it takes 2
hours to show up what is the point.
11:Valley_Green_Dr
Book clubs; activity clubs such as bicycling or hiking; names of people who want help
(such as elderly or ill) to match with names of those willing to help; discussion groups
about eyesores such as illegal signs, and how to combat them.
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
I'm really pleased to see more new parks and trails coming online. They get folks out of
the house and provide places where residents interact. The result is an enhanced sense
of community and place.
29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Projects involving cleaning, building and improving public safety.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Establish sub-n'hood committees to focus on their portion of the n'hood- this might help
with the diversity of housing/ age of families in n'hood. I would like more opportunies
to connect with neighbors. I don't know how to get involved with volunteering. Reach out
to other philanthropic partners as you have with MWC to "piggyback" on their events!
33:Peachtree_Rd
Sorry, I cannot volunteer.
38:Arden_Way
New neighbor activities.
44:Herrington_dr
More neighborhood gatherings, I hear that there is a Halloween party on ivy and the end
of N.stratford. Why isn't everyone allowed to be involved in this?
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Q. 7 - What initiatives should NBCA take on so you can get more
involved in helping your neighborhood?

64:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

We have small kids so functional playgrounds at the nearby parks are important to us, as
well as addressing crime issues.
65:North_Ivy_Rd
I am already very involved.
74:Wieuca_Trace
I plan to get more involved once my child is no longer a toddler. Until then, it will be
tough for me.
77:N_Stratford_Rd
More social activities for adults, not necessarily kids.
81:N_Stratford_Rd
Neighborhood cleanup, sidewalk maintenance (prune intruding vegetation)
82:Glengary_Dr
Fundraising...more events??
84:Wieuca_Rd
Not sure. I've volunteered for one Mtn Way cleanup so far, on MLK day.
86:Mayfair_Rd
More insight on what opportunities are avail and an update on what's being done by the
volunteers.
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
ask MORE and advertise needs more, via the newsletter and e-mail. maybe offer things
like for the christmas tree sale, see if you can get a local restaurant to donate coffee
or lunch to the volunteers. if it is a clean up day, see if you can get a local place to
donate donuts, cookie and lemonade, anything.in scouts we have food on work days.
93:Beverly_Ln
Per #4 above, it would be helpful to have a complete list of volunteer initiatives. With
this, we can identify new opportunities and possibly get more residents involved.
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Q. 7 - What initiatives should NBCA take on so you can get more
involved in helping your neighborhood?

97:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

Clean-ups
Spring / Winter craft market
Doggie adoptions in association with a pet shelter
98:Meadowbrook_Dr
What you are doing seems great
100:Old_Ivy_Rd
Give more opportunities with specific ways to contact organizers.
101:Park_Regency_Pl
Pedestrian upgrades. Or in general assiting with other projects
104:Loridans_Dr
I'll become more involved when I retire in a couple of years. Probably in the zoning area.
106:Park_Regency_Pl
Safety for walkers and bikers.
114:Ivy_Chase
It seems that there are a lot of ways to get involved now if one can find the time.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
Possibly give the time commitments that each volunteer job entails.
116:Old_Ivy_Ln
Tell us how we can make a real difference.
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
I am a mentor at an Atlanta elementary school and the Buckhead Church, and am not sure I
can devote more of my time volunteering.
120:Lakemoore_Dr
I would love to see more sidewalks especially on Lakemoore and Rickenbacker
124:Old_Ivy_Rd
Policing noise limits on landscapers and yard/lawn services' personnel working in N
Buckhead. Especially leaf-blowers!
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Q. 7 - What initiatives should NBCA take on so you can get more
involved in helping your neighborhood?

130:Herrington_Dr

Comment

Not sure. Will think about it.
134:Sheldon_Dr
Be very specific about jobs that need to get done
including approximate time it will take to do the work and the duration of the duties or
responsibility.
136:Park_Regency_Pl
Partner with other organizations or authorities to survey activities - e.g. log the
number of vehicles running red lights at a specific problematic intersection; log the
number of cars speeding past a warning sign, etc. Take the information to police or the
DOT to demand intervention.
142:Valley_Green_Dr
I think NBCA fulfills a really important role just by providing information on what is
going on. The information about new parks and the Blue Heron Nature Preserve, for
example, is great and our family often tries to get involved in various ways to help out
with those.
143:Peachtree_Rd
Recycling small electronics.
147:McClatchey_Cir
148:Stovall_Pl
Private neighborhood security. Make this a safe place to live again!
150:Conifer_Cir
Would be interesting to have a list compiled of the various HOA's located within North
Buckhead with a description of their membership (numbers or members, neighborhood
description). Could be helpful to loop in the various HOA Boards to particular efforts in
need of mass focus such as Zoning of the NBCA.
160:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Great group of volunteers
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Q. 7 - What initiatives should NBCA take on so you can get more
involved in helping your neighborhood?

164:Lakemoore_Dr

Comment

Greenspace cleanup
Recycling initiatives
Initiatives to discourage speeding on residential streets, especially by through traffic
170:Rickenbacker_Way
don't have meetings that involve expenditures of 5k or less. let the top 3 in NBCA make
the call
use the meetings for more useful items on the agenda
172:Ivy_Trl
I have volunteered to stuff envelopes, stamp them and deliver to P.O.and will continue to
volunteer in that capacity. Medical concerns don't permit much ambulatory activity.
174:Stovall_Blvd
Food drives
177:N_Stratford_Rd
Mountain way common. Finding a security patrol
181:Allison_Dr
I'm willing to help when I can but I travel extensively so I'm not often available.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
I love any day that involves working in the parks. Also, it would be great to make as
much use as possible of the neighborhood parks for any community-oriented initiatives,
even if not directly benefitting the parks, so that people really experience how great it
is to be in the parks and are motivated to contribute.
194:Ivy_Rd
Since I am new, I am not sure, but I would be happy to join in on anything that would
help me to meet my neighbors and get involved. This is a beautiful area.
200:Park_Ave
I walk several times a day with my dog and very few people poop scoop and it is a city
ordinance. I wish there was something that could be done about this - possibly some nice
small signs that mention the city ordinance in certain areas.
Updated cross walk signage in more places. I asked Take To Task about near Park Ave and
it did get done!
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Q. 7 - What initiatives should NBCA take on so you can get more
involved in helping your neighborhood?

204:Stovall_Blvd

Comment

Not sure... Sadly, I am too busy right now to volunteer.
207:Brookhaven_Springs_Ct
Please pet voluteer opportunities in e-mail
211:N_Stratford_Road
Over the years of living here, I have volunteered twice and have never been contacted
(aside from an initial email) by the people overseeing these areas. Not sure why that is?
212:Wieuca_Trce
offer community service hours to high school students
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Q. 8 ‐ Public Art ‐ Should North Buckhead become home to "The Storyteller"?
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

4:McClatchey_Circle

Comment

Not sure Wieuca/Phipps is best location, but NBCA should definitely get it for the area.
I know Frank Flemming if you think he could help.
6:Creek_Wood_Close
Perhaps in one of our parks.....need the ancillary animals as well and perhaps an
explanatory plaque.
There are also Uncle Remus sculptures that used to be at Lenox, wherever they are now.By
Julian Harris, sculptor, who did Jimmy Carter's inaugural medal and was a member of the
National Academy of Design.
9:N_Ivy_Rd
Either North Buckhead Park (brilliant) or perhaps install on any of the legs of the new
Path 400 or Mtn. Way Common.
He's crazy and creepy in a cool sort of way.
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
I love the idea of using it somewhere in North Buckhead! Maybe in the new park on Old
Ivy. What a beautiful piece to display by the walking trails and in a child friendly
park. I think it would elevate the feel of the park/ trails and really unite the area.
11:Valley_Green_Dr
Art will always delight some and repulse others. It's a shame to discard this. Why not
give it a try for two or three years and see how people feel? love it or hate it, it is
certainly interesting.
14:Chateaugay_Ln
Somewhere along Path400
15:Old_Ivy_Rd
Funny - before I read the choices above, my first thought was: the park at Wieuca &
Phipps!
18:Statewood_Rd
Chastain Park already working on permission from City to display.
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

Comment

19:Woods_Cir

I never understood the meaning of the sculpture. Perhaps if in a better spot and with
explanation it would be more loved. It certainly didnt' fit in where it used to be - all
animals in a "no animal, no nature" urban "park".
21:Valley_Brook_Dr
I don't care enough to say no to something that I know some folks really love, but I'm
not really a fan.
23:Rickenbacker_Dr
Blue heron!
25:Unk
looks like it's wearing high heels. blah!
29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Put it in the middle of the proposed roundabout at Wieuca and West Wieuca.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
I love the idea of art in North Buckhead! Bring it on (esp. if it is free!!)!
32:Peachtree_Rd
Loudermilk Park
35:Ivy_Rd
I think it's bizarre and off-putting
40:Park_Ave
How much will it cost?
41:Danube_Rd
I love that sculpture and was upset to see it gone.
43:Peachtree_Rd
It's creepy
46:Glengary_Dr
It's unattractive
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

47:N_Buckhead_Dr

Comment

We miss this statue! You can't take cute Christmas Card pics with a Charlie Loudermilk
statue. I would also vote for Nancy Creek park. That way, people can actually exit
their cars and enjoy the sculpture. FREE THE STORYTELLER!
49:Glengary_Dr
Little Nancy Creek Park or Mountain Way Common
58:Stovall_Blvd
We need more public art. Not everyone is going to love every piece, but it is still
important to put it out there.... the more the better.
61:Stovall_Blvd
I'm not personally crazy about it, but if the majority like it, I am fine with displaying
it somewhere in the North Buckhead Park.
62:Arden_Way
I'm assuming there would be little to no cost to this move. That is part of why I favor
it.
63:Wieuca_Rd
I LOVE that statue and was wondering where it was!
64:N_Stratford_Rd
I think it's cool looking and would love to see it here.
65:North_Ivy_Rd
It's a wonderful idea! Great to put it in North Buckhead Park or any other park in North
Buckhead.
67:Wieuca_Ter
Little Nancy creek Park
72:Longleaf_Dr
Love this piece - saw it at Classic Design -it is a shame not to have it out. Loved it
in Buckhead. We would be fortunate to have it
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

76:Ivy_Chase

Comment

Great exposure
77:N_Stratford_Rd
Little Nancy Creek Park or Commons being developed along Mountain Way.
82:Glengary_Dr
I think it's whimsical and very unique to our neighborhood. Why not display it?
84:Wieuca_Rd
I'd like to see it in use somewhere; don't really care where. Maybe Little Nancy Creek
park or Mtn. Way Common.
86:Mayfair_Rd
I questioned this when the park project was first announced and started. I was told it
would be placed back in the park and would sit under the large tree. Mr. Loudermilk and
his team should honor that commitment
88:Mountain_Way
It is definitely a memorable sculpture. I can't say that I especially like it but it
would certainly add some personality to the otherwise generic North Buckhead park.
91:Park_Ave
the turtles are much better than the deer.
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Loudermilk Park is probably the most central location for the sculpture.
95:Arden_Way
Public art is a very good idea.
96:Wieuca_Ter
Unfortunately I find the statue a bit spooky.
97:N_Stratford_Rd
Art should not be in storage - put it on display.
Put it on display at a children's park and host storytelling mornings for moms and tots.
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

98:Meadowbrook_Dr

Comment

Yes
99:Carmain_Dr
I love that statue and I am sad everytime I drive by and don't see it.
100:Old_Ivy_Rd
The large buck is so very poorly sculpted. The abnormally straight back, the forked
lamps, makes it look foolish and stiff not at all graceful.
Whoever commissioned it obviously had no idea whatsoever about sculpture.
It makes Buckhead residents look ignorant and naive about art. Really! Melt it down!
The little animals are cute though, put them around town in unexpected places.
106:Park_Regency_Pl
Singularly unattractive in my opinion. The "park" has a very small footprint to start
and the irrelevant piece should not take up any space here.
110:Stratford_Pl
While North Buckhead Park is fine with me, I think there are a number of possibilities
for placement, including Blue Heron Nature Preserve.
111:Arden_Way
Loudermilk Park is the worst looking park I have ever seen. I wish the old bar that was
on the property was still there. It offered more shade, history, architectural interest
and opportunities for socialization than this eye sore.
112:Eulalia_Rd
It really should be close to the geographic center of Buckhead. The women who raised the
money for this should be contacted. The late Mrs. Ivan Allen Jr. was very involved. So
was Mrs. Edward Inman (Suzanne). Those who raised the bucks should be consulted.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
Way too cool of a statue and with a great story behind it. Definitely needs to be out of
storage.
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

119:Old_Ivy_Rd

Comment

GA Path400 Trail (e.g. Lenox Rd. Loop trail-head), North Buckhead Park, Buckhead
Triangle, any prominent place...hey it's art, art does not need to be overly influenced
by popularity.
121:Wieuca_Rd
I love it. Put it someplace where it can be enjoyed. What about in the median area from
Peachtree to Wieuca Rd. Near Phipps Plaza?
124:Old_Ivy_Rd
If no one else wants it, we'll put it in our front yard beside the buried monitors and
TVs, or in the back yard where there are already numerous sculptures.
128:Herrington_Dr
I'm not sure I'd like it at Wiecua Rd. It is a bit weird, but the Buckhead itself is
appropriate!
130:Herrington_Dr
Kids at Sarah Smith probably would enjoy seeing it every morning driving up to the
school. Somewhere at Sarah Smith might be a good spot.
132:Carmain_Dr
Great idea to keep it. Don't have a preference where you put it.
134:Sheldon_Dr
Anywhere is great; we need more public art. There is no piece of artwork which is loved
or liked by everyone.
141:N_Buckhead_Dr
MWC,
North Buckhead Park
near the Loridan Trailhead
near Stevens Cemetery (the old African American cemetery on Loridan)
143:Peachtree_Rd
I really don't like this thing. But you do want to put it into N. Buckhead, what about
Mt. Way Park?
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

145:Loridans_Cir

Comment

We need this sculpture. The new Loudermilk park is sterile and will be unused. Let's
put it where many can see it.
150:Conifer_Cir
ABSOLUTELY!!! Put it in the park in visible manner at Wieuca and Phipps Blvd.
153:Lakemoore_Dr
What about putting is on the Rickenbacker side of the Blue Heron Perserve?
154:N_Ivy_Rd
I do not like this statue.
155:Arden_Way
This half buck/half man is not indigenous to North Buckhead and shouldn't represent its
residents. The Atlanta History Center can take it.
157:Loridans_Dr
Should stay in NB. It should go in a new location.
161:Valley_Green_Dr
I smile every time I look at it!
162:Ivy_Pkwy
N. B'head Park too small. Need to be able to see storyteller and the animals. Somewhere
where kids can play on it. I've not been to other parks--there may be space; needs access
on foot. Keep it in B'head!
163:Wieuca_Rd
We love public art, we reside right next door to the Wieuca/Phipps park, and would
welcome the artwork there.
164:Lakemoore_Dr
It has a place, but not front and center. A good spot might be within the Blue Heron
Nature preserve secluded within the trees or somewhere along the future greenway.
166:Ivy_Park_Ln
It should not be in a storeroom. Please have it displayed. It is very whimsical!
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

Comment

169:Mountain_Way

Yes to North Buckhead. Wieuca/Phipps, Little Nancy Creek park or Mountain Way commons
172:Ivy_Trl
Buckhead started there at the Loudermilk Park area. Why is there any question of not
putting it back? It belongs in Buckhead where Buckhead began. Did I miss something about
why it's not being put back where it was?
174:Stovall_Blvd
Put it where many can really see it, not just drive by it
178:Stephens_Mill_Run
Will NBCA have to buy it? Not sure it's worth spending significant dollars for it but if
cost is low, either at N. Buckhead Park or the new park under the 400 bridge.
181:Allison_Dr
Seems silly to have it sitting in a store room. I'd say use it but I'm not partial about
where.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
Not loving this sculpture by a stretch.
184:N_Stratford_Rd
Somewhere there is a lot of space and trees. (Regular sized park)
192:Peachtree_Rd
see
the sculpture in Buckhead Village all those years! It is the "best" explanation for the
word "Buckhead!" Thanks for asking! Maybe put it near the new pathway near the large
BUCKHEAD etched wall. SAVE THE STORYTELLER!
193:N_Ivy_Rd
make a park of statues in mountain road
194:Ivy_Rd
Not sure where it would be best, but it is awesome that it tells the story of Buckhead.
This area is old (I lived here when I first moved to Atlanta 25 years ago) and keeping
history alive is important!
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Q. 8 - Public Art - The Storyteller sculpture.

198:Longleaf_Dr

Comment

i love the sculpture and hate to think that it is in storage.
204:Stovall_Blvd
I am fine with it going in a park - and the Wieuca/Phipps would seem the best candidate.
Not sure it's a great idea, but it is one I would support.
207:Brookhaven_Springs_Ct
How about the park on Peachtree-Dunwoody?
215:Buff_Dr
I just rode by the Lowdermilk Park yesterday and realized it was not included.New park
lacks personality without it. I miss it being there to symbolize the beginning of
Buckhead. They at least need a Buck in some form. If they will not use it... North
Buckhead would be good with me.
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Q. 9 ‐ Neighborhood Banners: Interested for North Buckhead?
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Q. 9 - Neighborhood Banners?

6:Creek_Wood_Close

Comment

Get a professional design.
8:McClatchey_Cir
Make suitable for Street Corner banners since hardscape markers are too costly.
9:N_Ivy_Rd
Would love to see it and have a chance to compete for a design.
Any chance to add street sign toppers with "north buckhead" on them?
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
Fantastic Idea!
11:Valley_Green_Dr
Why not? Might produce more interesting art, and will certainly be fun.
16:Carmain_Dr
Great idea.
21:Valley_Brook_Dr
I like this idea - really great.
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
I like them myself and think a design competition would be fun.
26:MountainWay
Sounds like a valuable exercise for Sarah Smith
28:Ivy_Knoll
Or we could have small metal signs that attach to the top of street name signs.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
I think it would be great to better "brand" the neighborhood! North Buckhead is great.
Would also be interested in a small car, window or mailbox sticker.
31:3961_Arden_Way
anything to make people feel more connected is good
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Q. 9 - Neighborhood Banners?

Comment

35:Ivy_Rd

If it is decided to have a banner, I think a competition would be good.
42:Unk
I like the idea of a banner to increase the sense of community in North Buckhead.
46:Glengary_Dr
Would be better done by a professional
48:Herrington_Dr
I am not talented in this arena, but I am sure we have many in this area that have such
talent.
52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
I'm sure we have some talented and creative folks in N. Buckhead. I'd rather see that
than a commercially designed one.
61:Stovall_Blvd
I think the banners create a cohesiveness within the neighborhood. Since we are so spread
out, it would be a good thing. I would put one on the inside of my very old jalousi
windows.
63:Wieuca_Rd
You could do a competition, but there is a chance there would not be any usable entries.
Something this high profile would definitely need a professional designer to work on it.
64:N_Stratford_Rd
I think this is an interesting idea and could be popular with some people.
67:Wieuca_Ter
If you're going to do it, please have it professionally designed
71:N_Stratford_Rd
PLEASE! Lets come up with a better name than "North Buckhead"! Its not too late. Noone
outside of NB ever describes the neighborhood as "north buckhead". And nobody likes using
the word "buckhead" more than we have to. Lets come up with a name that has some
character and something that distinguishes us. A name we enjoy and can stand behind.
Please! Everyone in the neighborhood has mentioned this at some point or another.
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Q. 9 - Neighborhood Banners?

73:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

I am not sure how i feel about the banner. On the one hand i would not think it is a
priority to spend money on it, however if it is done by a resident volunteer that would
be nice.
Also, i would not display it at my house so i am not sure the actual use would be....
74:Wieuca_Trace
I think this would bring more pride and a sense of community to the neighborhood.
76:Ivy_Chase
Keep it professional
80:N_Stratford_Rd
Would hope we have some talented residents who would come up with a suitable design.
81:N_Stratford_Rd
We need to better maintain current assets before we are creating new maintenance issues.
82:Glengary_Dr
Great idea. It would. Add to our identity as a neighborhood.we could also use it as a
logo.
84:Wieuca_Rd
I don't object to it, but it doesn't seem worth the money to me.
86:Mayfair_Rd
It's too funny you picked these banners. I grew up in Adair Park 1959-1972 and attended
G.W. Adair Elementary 1960-1967 and attended Sylvan Hills High 1968-1972
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
great idea, bid it out and sell them for a profit to raise money!
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Who would make the final decision if there is a competition?
94:N_Stratford_Rd
A smaller flag, for the yard, might be more realistic.
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Q. 9 - Neighborhood Banners?

96:Wieuca_Ter

Comment

Great idea!
98:Meadowbrook_Dr
Think it needs to be professionally designed
99:Carmain_Dr
It would be nice to have smaller street light versions E.g. High museum flags
100:Old_Ivy_Rd
Be very careful who judges this. Most people have no idea what sophisticated art is
about. Buckhead deserves and warrants something special not same ol same ol.
104:Loridans_Dr
No opinion
109:Stovall_Ter
99designs.com is a great competition design site that i have used in the past
110:Stratford_Pl
This is low priority for me as a concern, but I have no objection.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
I'm not too sure about the banners, but if it is decided that North Buckhead is going to
do this, definitely get the neighborhood excited by having a competition between the
North Buckhead artists.
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
Perhaps competition with some recommended features; such as it should have a Buckhead on
it...or Buckhead skyline.
132:Carmain_Dr
Haven't really seen these before so I'm not aware of all options to display them, but at
first thought, it doesn't really appeal to me. :-)
136:Park_Regency_Pl
Only if it didn't divert resources from more critical activities!
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Q. 9 - Neighborhood Banners?

137:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

Feel like others may think we are trying to be snooty.
141:N_Buckhead_Dr
The marriage of the old North Buckhead and the contemporary North Buckhead is quite
interesting and might be lauded.
144:Danube_Rd
Would be nice to have signs on top of all the streetsigns indicating North Buckhead.
145:Loridans_Cir
Use sale of the banners as a fund raiser and make the logo prominent on all we do.
151:Ivy_Ln
Have a professional do it or don't do it at all.
153:Lakemoore_Dr
Not sure about banners, but what about signs in key locations around the perimeter of the
area that say North Buckhead Community?
159:Peachtree_Rd
Indifferent on "competition; but I suspect we have some talented graphic designers
amongst are membership
160:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Lots of talented neighbors here
162:Ivy_Pkwy
I live in a condo. complex so probably couldn't/wouldn't hang it but some identifying
banner/flag/sign would be nice. Something on street signs like other neighborhoods? Too
expensive?
163:Wieuca_Rd
Banners are difficult to keep looking nice, not really a fan.
166:Ivy_Park_Ln
Our neighborhood covenants prevent us from any types of banners (except American flags),
so this would be appeal to me or our neighbors on Ivy Park Lane.
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Q. 9 - Neighborhood Banners?

Comment

171:Ivy_Knoll

Please make it professional or don't do it at all.
172:Ivy_Trl
Instead of flags, I would rather see pillars like Brookhaven, Morningside, etc. Flags
deteriorate and need to be replaced and won't look good on every house that may want one.
Pillars are much classier and last longer.
181:Allison_Dr
What would be done with the banner?
182:N_Stratford_Rd
Like the idea but want to be careful in terms of available resources - what would we use
this for vs. what would it cost to design/produce?
184:N_Stratford_Rd
Design with taste. No cartoon
187:Lakemoore_Dr
I would like to see the opportunity for a bumpersticker or window decal as well.
192:Peachtree_Rd
Use an image of THE STORYTELLER!
194:Ivy_Rd
This gives great community.
198:Longleaf_Dr
excellent idea
199:Arden_Way
Good idea
201:Wieuca_Rd
It would give definition to NORTH BUCKHEAD
rather than just an extension of "greater Buckhead"
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Q. 9 - Neighborhood Banners?

204:Stovall_Blvd

Comment

I am neutral on this matter
212:Wieuca_Trce
maybe? I haven't seen these banners so not sure how they would look
215:Buff_Dr
Think that we might want to expand the competition to insure a really nice
banner.
Graphic Designer??? Then the neighbors could vote from the final selections.
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Q. 10 ‐ Would you be interested in having North Buckhead create a Tour of Homes?
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Q. 10 - Tour of North Buckhead Homes?

Comment

3:Stratford_Park_Dr

I don't really understand what this would be for.
11:Valley_Green_Dr
If enough people can handle having a tour through their homes, and enough people know how
to organize this, it would be great. Perhaps it could be combined with artists from the
Chastain Center showing their art in the various homes. Tremendous amount of talent
there!
12:N_Ivy_Rd
I showed my home the last tour which was some 15 or so years ago.
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
I'd consider it but my place is a dump!
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Our house isn't fancy, so it wouldn't qualify to be "shown off", but I would be 100%
willing to help/ volunteer!
31:3961_Arden_Way
my home is not tour worthy! I think a tour is a lot of fun. Having worked on one for my
preschool many years ago, I also know it is a lot of work...
32:Peachtree_Rd
I live in a highrise condo.
33:Peachtree_Rd
It is a good fundraiser
44:Herrington_dr
I wouldn't say that my home is a "tour of homes" type of home.
But I would consider volunteering some time possibly.
60:Loridans_Dr
I think those neighborhoods all have deeply historic, architectually significant homes.
North Buckhead does not fit into that category overall--so while you may have a few homes
that fit the bill, it would be hard to recreate year to year. It is also extremely hard
to fit a home tour into the seasonal calendar and hard to get homeowners to agree to put
their homes on tour. In addition to the tours above, there is a huge Kitchen Tour done by
the Jr League in the spring.
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Q. 10 - Tour of North Buckhead Homes?

63:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

I doubt my house would be good enough for the tour!
65:North_Ivy_Rd
Neutral on this one.
74:Wieuca_Trace
I like the privacy of this neighborhood, and I would not want to participate. I like that
it is quieter here.
76:Ivy_Chase
Town home community would not approve - traffic and parking.
77:N_Stratford_Rd
Id have to check with Jeff.
81:N_Stratford_Rd
Neutral
82:Glengary_Dr
I don't have a yard worthy of attention. (Other than weeding!)
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
I don't think our home would fit the theme.
88:Mountain_Way
I'm not terribly opposed. I would hate to see the neighborhood association commit many
resources to it unless we have a really good chance of a positive return.
91:Park_Ave
nothing historic to show off.
94:N_Stratford_Rd
Would love to see a mix of original homes and rebuilt homes on tour
96:Wieuca_Ter
My house is not such an interesting house to be on a tour,
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Q. 10 - Tour of North Buckhead Homes?

97:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

The neighborhoods that have tours generally have historic homes on display - I don't
believe N Buckhead has the necessary historic detail.
108:Peachtree_Rd
How about a historic home tour?
110:Stratford_Pl
I have no problem with this if it helps with fund-raising.
111:Arden_Way
I think that is a great idea. My home is much too modest, but I would help in hosting
another.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
I would enjoy to be on a committee or help out with a tour, but I don't feel that my
house qualifies as a potential stop on the tour.
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
This is not an important item for me...but it might be a good funraiser.
121:Wieuca_Rd
My home was built in 1915 and is 100 years old. It is very charming. We are currently
busy with renovations and will probably be finished this time next year.
128:Herrington_Dr
Don't think our home would be of interest...
129:Valley_Green_Dr
Interesting idea, but much of the area seems to be post-WWII bungalows, 50's ranches and
00's infill. All of the above examples are neighborhoods with significant historic
properties.
132:Carmain_Dr
My house would not be conducive to a tour, but I would totally buy a ticket.
136:Park_Regency_Pl
Given the concern about crime in our area, this seems to me to be at cross purposes.
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Q. 10 - Tour of North Buckhead Homes?

141:N_Buckhead_Dr

Comment

I think having a tour is spectacular. Included should be the stone house on MWDrive, and
the old barn that Amy Lance used to live in (don't know the name), the 'condo' building
on Wieuca Road has an interesting history - among others.
142:Valley_Green_Dr
I think its great if someone wants to take it on, but assume it would be a pretty big
commitment.
143:Peachtree_Rd
I am Indifferent to this.

We ought to have something more unique.

145:Loridans_Cir
Maybe after the renovation of my home is completed.
150:Conifer_Cir
Maybe
155:Arden_Way
Sure, why not, but I don't think North Buckhead is in the same league as the
aforementioned historic neighborhoods.
159:Peachtree_Rd
Living at the Sovereign would be a geographic and security challenge for a "Tour of Homes"
169:Mountain_Way
Would attend!!
172:Ivy_Trl
Not really.The homes in our area are lovely but they are trendy. The 50's-60's ranches,
split levels. 70's-80's colonials. 90's paladium windows and vaulted ceilings,90's-20's
McMansions and now the old comfy look. If the home is newer or renovated, it will have
stainless appliances and tan granite in kitchen & bathrooms. They are kept up but too
conforming in my opinion. The neighborhoods above are all old homes with individual
character. Will N.B.neighbors pay to see each others house? Maybe.
181:Allison_Dr
I don't think people are interested in seeing my home. I think people are interested in
newer, meticulously decorated properties.
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Q. 10 - Tour of North Buckhead Homes?

182:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

I like the idea, but our house has a ways to go before we want to ask people to pay to
see it.
189:Wieuca_Ter
If it lowered dues, this is an option. However, it brings more traffic to the area, which
is not a good thing.
191:Park_Ave
I don't believe I would participate personally; however, it's a fine way to promote our
neighborhood and to help newcomers get to know their neighbors.
194:Ivy_Rd
I would but my little 1934 built cottage needs SEVERAL years worth of work, TLC, and LOTS
of money before it is the place it will eventually become! Fun project though - check
back in a few years! :)
209:Sheldon_Dr
Afraid our place is not Tour of Homes material!
215:Buff_Dr
I would be glad to help with the tour but not our house
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11 . Roses and Thorns

Do you know of something/some policy/beauty spot that's wonderful for the North Buckhead area?

Do you know of something/some policy/eyesore that's awful for the North Buckhead area?

Here's your chance to sound off!

350 characters left.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

3:Stratford_Park_Dr

Comment

We need speed breakers as indicated above because the traffic is getting worse, cars
drive very fast down that street, and it is only getting worse.
4:McClatchey_Circle
eyesore - grass is never cut, and always overgrown, on Loridans near the south side of
the 400 bridge.
5:Loridans_Dr
Tree policy of not allowing the take down of ugly pine trees to increase growth of some
hardwoods is nothing short of crazy.
6:Creek_Wood_Close
The area south of Lakemoore needs love. I suspect the cost/ benefit is better than the
path along 400.
Play areas (and parking) near Smith school (both campuses) could be made more available
to the community.
North Buckhead "gate" structures (similar to Brookhaven) would be good.
7:Buff_Dr
The unfinished house on the hill at the corner of Mountain Drive and North Ivy is an
eyesore.
9:N_Ivy_Rd
How about some of our neighbors who let their landscaping go to pot? Bushes extend into
the street (Glengary just north of North Ivy). The "common area" over the neighborhood
bridges look terrible. Weeds. Paint peeling and how about the scary and dangerous drains
over the creeks? I would love a neighborhood care-taking of this eyesore!
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
(1)The 400 underpass on Old Ivy next to the entry for the path. Make it less scary and
help it flow with the trails. (2) I also wish we could help Blue Heron clean up their
area. It seems overgrown and not cared for. While I realize it is a nature area which
calls for some amount of wild vegetation, I think it could be a real gem with some effort.
11:Valley_Green_Dr
The little park is lovely, and could be made more so with flowers, etc. An unnecessarily
ugly spot is the stained concrete expanse on Dick's Sports store, right on the corner of
Peachtree-Dunwoody and Peachtree. It could be such a wonderful spot for public art;
right now it is an eyesore.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

12:N_Ivy_Rd

Comment

pave these pitiful streets!!!
16:Carmain_Dr
I'd like to see a report on EXACTLY what percentage of the new $250M bond issuance is
slated for District 7 in general and North Buckhead in particular. I'd like to know
exactly what streets are due to be addressed and what a "complete street" means
(sidewalks, bike lanes, linear greenways, etc.)
19:Woods_Cir
Roswell rd is an awful eyesore. but you already know that....
21:Valley_Brook_Dr
Frankly, the blight in my neighborhood is the house that has been abandoned for eight
years. I cannot believe we've had to live with that for so long.
And on the policy side, you and I already discussed the private property cul de sac off
Valley Brook Drive. Yuck.
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
On some of streets the bushes are so overgrown that they interfere with safety. Some
people also let their lawns grow over the curbs and well out into the street. This give
us a rundown, untended look in some areas.
29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Biggest thorn: the poor condition of our streets. All of them; side streets, main roads,
etc. Nothing but a bunch of pot holes, craters and bad patch jobs! It's completely
unacceptable!
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Can we work with Hist. Brookhaven to beautify the "entrance" to the neighborhood at
P'tree Dunwoody and P'tree? Those medians are really ugly. Also- would love to see the
"North Buckhead" signs back on the street signs. I think we need to brand North Buckhead
as a destination- maybe add those pillars like Hist. Brookhaven?
32:Peachtree_Rd
Intersection of West Wieuca and Roswell Road.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

33:Peachtree_Rd

Comment

We have a eye-sore problem with the benches on Peachtree between Piedmont and Tower
Place. They are being used by the homeless and beggars. The benches should be removed.
34:Potters_Walk
love mountain way, love the water fall on wieuca rd
37:Beverly_Ln
Awful is the same terrible looking house on Mountain Way.
Awful is the same terrible looking/drug house on LakeMoore.
Awful is the fact that they removed the cross walk across Roswell Road/Rickenbacker so we
can not cross the road.
45:Ivy_Rd
Dirty road signs are terribly ugly for the neighborhood and irritating. I know there was
an initiative before to clean them, but it didn't seem to work.
46:Glengary_Dr
The unfinished house on the corner of Mountain Way and North Ivy has been an eyesore for
years.
52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
Wonderful: Blue Heron
Awful: traffic on Roswell at Piedmont; pedestrians crossing Roswell Rd. without
crosswalks...someone is going to be hit sooner or later.
Herbies and recycling bins left at the street for days
55:Mountain_Dr
Abandoned property on Mountain Way near Mountain Way Common Park is an eyesore.
57:Old_Ivy_Rd
Already expressed this in the roads survey: it is still surprising to me how potholed and
bumpy roads are in NB neighborhoods.
58:Stovall_Blvd
the half finished house across Mountain Way from the new Mountain Way commons is an
eyesore... and has been for years.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

60:Loridans_Dr

Comment

Many great park like areas---love how the trees on Mountain Way look in the Fall!
There is a house on Mtn Way that is not only an eyesore, but also dangerous--it's been
burned and is now falling down. It needs to be cleared. I think there are also a few
homes with elderly residents that need cleaning- a couple on Loridans. Perhaps volunteers?
62:Arden_Way
Well, I noticed that there was caution tape up at Little Nancy Creek park a few weeks
ago. Hopefully this situation will be remedied soon.
Also, there are sewer drains directly adjacent to Mountain Way Common that look like they
could be a hazard to young children (i.e. they could fall in).
63:Wieuca_Rd
We need sidewalks on the side of Wieuca Road that does not have them. My kids walk to
Sarah Smith and we need to cross the street two times to get there because of no
sidewalks. During rush hour traffic, this is hard to do and dangerous. We are only 1/2
mile from the school - really reasonable walking distance.
64:N_Stratford_Rd
There are many yards that have trees and bushes that have grown out into the street,
making it difficult for cars on both sides of the street to drive by at the same time. Is
there any way to get homeowners to occasionally prune and cut back their trees/bushes?
65:North_Ivy_Rd
I love all the green space we have now and that the green space--parks, nature preserve,
PATH400--continue to grow. I feel the nature preserve should remain and nature preserve
and should be minimally developed.
67:Wieuca_Ter
Many Homeowners along Wieuca Rd do not maintain their sidewalks (clearing leaves, weeds).
This is one of the main thoroughfares for our neighborhood and as a community we should
keep it looking good
70:Wieuca_Trce
Roads are in bad shape. Lots of bumps and potholes. I know this is a city issue, but
maybe the NBCA can help elevate the issue.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

73:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

What is the deal with the house with the goats on Wieuca almost Phipps boulevard?
74:Wieuca_Trace
Some of the gas stations are a little scary in the middle of a nice neighborhood. There
are few that I feel comfortable going to even in broad daylight.
77:N_Stratford_Rd
Mountain Road paving needs to be done.
78:Ivy_Rd
We have some of the best nighttime skyline views in the city.
The bridge and on/off ramps over 400 at Lenox exit is an eyesore. The proposed gateway
beautification project would be a wonderful success.
The proposed green space/park over 400 would transform the area in most dramatic fashion.
82:Glengary_Dr
The trees are our best feature. And we'll kept yards.
The worst is the lack of proper lighting and the potholes all over.
84:Wieuca_Rd
I don't get to Blue Heron Nature Preserve very often, but I love that it's here! I also
love the sidewalks on Wieuca. We need them on Peachtree-Dunwoody to get to the park.
85:Emma_Ln
The "boarding house" on Lakemoore Drive that has the unkept yard, water heaters in
carport, old cars in driveway and sketchy people coming at all hours of the day and night.
86:Mayfair_Rd
Bad - Builders not keeping their sites "reasonably clean"
Example Cobblestone - Ivy Rd N South of Old Ivy. The lots facing Ivy Rd have grass and
debris 2-4' tall. AND when we have significant rainfall... Mud washed from the site
down Ivy Rd N and into City storm drains and peoples yards.
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
I think that our roads are beyond terrible. For the taxes we pay it is a disgrace.
Drive up and down Buford HWY in Dekalb County in front of all the govt. subsidized
apartments. The roads are new and beautiful. We can't even keep our tires aligned or in
balance. I wish Northbuck would spend as much time on the roads as they do pushing the
park
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

89:Loridans_Drive

Comment

The overgrowth on both sides, but primarily the west side, of the bridge over 400 on
Loridans Drive. It's weedy and grows over the sidewalk. It needs cut back regularly at
least, landscaping at best
100:Old_Ivy_Rd
How about a tour of art and art studios inside homes instead of just decorators' visions?
105:Longleaf_Dr
The GA 400 exit/entrance area on Lenox.
108:Peachtree_Rd
I think Blue Heron Nature Preserve is a beauty spot and the Roswell Road strip is an
eyesore.
The Roswell road merchants could help beautify this corridor with more Eco friendly
street plantings of trees and natives, curbside and in their parking lots.
It would be great for NBuckhead to embrace Rooted in Buckhead and support earth friendly
yards
110:Stratford_Pl
As one approaches Wieuca on Mtn. Way. There is a terrible looking ruin of a house beside
the creek. It used to be a charming little cabin or cottage. It now is an eyesore.
111:Arden_Way
An off leash dog park is a great place for the animals and owners. There are not any
legal parks in this area.
112:Eulalia_Rd
The island at the end of Emma Lane....lovely.
The Buckhead Loop: worst traffic sewer devised by the men of GDOT!
116:Old_Ivy_Ln
Love the new path.
Hate the Habersham/Piedmont/Roswell intersection. And on a related note, hate sitting in
traffic 20+ minutes in the evening to go 2 blocks down Old Ivy Road when we need to leave
the neighborhood.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

119:Old_Ivy_Rd

Comment

The GA Path 400 trail is wonderful...everything about it. As always, the ruts on Old Ivy
need to be addressed. The police that direct 5 PM traffic at the
Piedmont-Roswell-Habersham intersection, do a spectacular job.
120:Lakemoore_Dr
open dumpsters on Haverhill
124:Old_Ivy_Rd
The little park at corner of Wieuca and Phipps Blvd is beautiful and could also house the
StoryTeller sculpture.
Would like to see fewer (or none) realtor and trade services signs stuck all over the
neighborhood.
129:Valley_Green_Dr
The wall next to the creek at Loridans and Wieuca was apparently hit during the ice storm
and has not been repaired. And the new houses going in on Rickenbacker at Wieuca have
significant dents in the pavement from sewer installation that need to be fixed.
130:Herrington_Dr
Phipps/Wieuca park is great. Need to dredge Lakemoore lake to enhance the beauty and
also wildlife. Need to remove the drug house on Lakemoore, NBCA needs to leverage the
city to have the owner fix it up to code and enforce the number of non-related people who
live in it,including the crawl space. The Lakemoore residents need your help!!!
134:Sheldon_Dr
NA
136:Park_Regency_Pl
How can we educate runners and walkers to oppose the oncoming traffic instead of going
with the traffic? So many people go with the traffic and to make it worse are wearing
headphones and looking down at their smartphones.
143:Peachtree_Rd
The rental portion of Stratford continues to be and eyesore; truly unfit for North
Buckhead. We should make more efforts to get it condemned.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

146:N_Ivy_Rd

Comment

Troll house on mountain way past park... You know the one :-)
148:Stovall_Pl
Location is what is fabulous about N. Buckhead!
The fact that there are no sidewalks on the North Buckhead side of Peachtree Dunwoody to
get to the Little Nancy Creek park seems crazy to me.
150:Conifer_Cir
Improve residential character of the N. Stratford dead end. Create park area with what
can be used of reservoir area along this stretch. Arouse as needed all N. Buckhead
residents to encourage and fight for single family residential development to replace the
opportunistic landlords in place now. Barr at all costs entry from apartment areas.
151:Ivy_Ln
The pavement on Wieuca and Old Ivy Rds is deplorable and both are in dire need of
repaving.
153:Lakemoore_Dr
RE Lakemoore Drive:
I would like to see the water areas dredged and made a part of Blue Heron.
I would like to see parking limited to one side of the street on Lakemoore and I would
like the sidewalks to be completed to Wieuca.
I would like to remind everybody to make a complete stop at Stephens Mill because a
rolling stop with costs $192..
154:N_Ivy_Rd
I'm not sure if this is in the eyesore category, but it would be nice to have the
potholes fixed. There are some on Peachtree-Dunwoody, for instance.
155:Arden_Way
Poor road conditions. Furthermore, when the potholes do get filled, the city workers do
such a poor job, I'd rather have the potholes back.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

157:Loridans_Dr

Comment

Eyesore - the half built home n. Ivy near where it connects to Glengarry. I assume it's a
foreclosure.
Rose - Views from Loridans Circle of Buckhead skyline.
159:Peachtree_Rd
REPAVE WIEUCA ROAD....UGH
160:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
All of our green spaces and parks are wonderful
163:Wieuca_Rd
There is a house on Old Ivy that has a bunch of old computer monitors buried in the front
yard (the house has a multicolored checkered front door), is there a city ordinance that
can support a request for the homeowner to dig them up?
164:Lakemoore_Dr
The Blue Heron is a great resource and it needs to be maintained and well funded. They
have some great people that work there.
The trash that sometimes spills out of the dumpsters and is set on the road next to the
dumpsters on Haverhill is awful.
165:Wieuca_Rd
More street lights, making area friendlier and safer to walk in the evenings. I live 2
blocks from Phipps and drive to the mall in the evenings.
167:Lakemoore_Dr
No and No.
169:Mountain_Way
Blue Heron - great secret and beautiful!!
Code violators - derelict property cresting eyesores in beautiful North Buckhead. 585
Mountain Way, xxx North Ivy.
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

170:Rickenbacker_Way

Comment

the liquor store at wieuca/roswell is an awful neighbor with an awful look. i like their
product, but they could care less about their appearance
172:Ivy_Trl
Besides bar scene in #4, I think the intersection of Roswell & Piedmont is tacky. I think
I heard something about a big buyout around there.The spa has been vacant for years.The
mattress store looks like "here today-gone tomorrow".The Pro-Move space @ Piedmont &
Habersham is vacant. But I guess you can't tell businesses how they have to look.
173:McClatchey_Cir
Overgrown vegetation in the front of houses that obscure the front of the house is a real
detractor. There are a few in the neighborhood
174:Stovall_Blvd
The house on the corner of Peachtree Dunwoody close to Stovall that fills their yard with
Christmas blowup decorations...it looks awful and should not be allowed! I don't mind
Christmas yard decorations, I love Christmas and all that it represents, but that yard is
so tacky!!
175:Unk
Two things: 1) our roads are in need of repair Wieuca Rd. for example, should be repaired
&repaved. 2) Lakemoore Rd. is a cut through st. that really needs a light at the corner
of Lakemoore & Roswell Rd. It also does NOT need a stop sign at the intersection before
Wieuca,this stop sign is unnecessary and has resulted in tickets for many residents.
177:N_Stratford_Rd
The house on Mountain way is a disaster as well as the one at the corner of Mountain way
and N. Ivy. Can they be addressed? Why are there goats in the from yard on Wieuca??
178:Stephens_Mill_Run
Between the development on Roswell at Windsor Parkway and the added development at
Phipps, it seems inevitable that our streets will become significantly more highly
trafficked. Even with proposed road changes,it won't adequately address the impending
nightmare. Will the master plan do a better job of stopping the out-of-control
developers??
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

181:Allison_Dr

Comment

I can't think of anything.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
I think the newsletter is great - I really enjoy hearing about what is happening in the
neighborhood. I also love Little Nancy Creek Park! It is a great addition to the
neighborhood!
I wish we could do something about all the potholes on the roads. It seems like they are
really not in great condition. I'd also love to see some bike lanes!
192:Peachtree_Rd
Yes, the area as you leave Buckhead Village going North on Roswell Road ... left side of
Roswell Road between Irby and East Andrews. What an eyesore!
193:N_Ivy_Rd
the house on the corner of mountain rd and North Ivy rd
194:Ivy_Rd
LOVE the new Path 400. I am concerned that the trash at the area where 400 and Lenox Road
meet is not taken out regularly-it stinks! I noticed yesterday that it had been taken out
but there was no bag liner put back in there. That is going to be a long-term problem.
Also, there is a doggie bag station but it never is stocked either. Who does that?
195:N_Stratford_Rd
Love Little Nancy Creek Park--great work getting it built and upgraded!
Love Food Truck Wednesday.
Old news but the Mt. Way shack is still an eyesore...as is the unfinished brick house up
on the hill at the end of Mt. Way
Still need more sidewalks and for trees & shrubs to be cut back from existing ones
(Wieuca, P'tree Dunwoody come to mind)
196:Glengary_Dr
Some areas of road and sidewalks need to be repaved!
198:Longleaf_Dr
will think about........
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

200:Park_Ave

Comment

Poop (mainly of large dogs) not being picked up by pet owners.
City Ordinance signs asking for adherence would be helpful.
I would then call out some who do it since they can't say they didn't know.
204:Stovall_Blvd
*Need sidewalks to connect to Little Nancy Creek park on the Ptree Dunwoody side of the
road.
*Love the food trucks on Wednesday nights.
*Appreciate all NBCA does!
205:Carmain_Dr
1) Repave the main streets in North Bulkhead........Example, Wieuca Road...Tons of
potholes!!!! Ridiculous.
2) The new park on Peachtree Dunwoody Road is wonderful.
206:N_Ivy_Rd
The North Buckhead Park at Wieuca and Phipps is a nice greeting to North Buckhead. We
need a similar beauty spot at the other end of Wieuca.
Thanks to APD Chief Turner and Zone 2 Commander Major Hobbs for all they do to keep us
.
The shack at 585 Mountain Way is horrible. It should be fixed up and made habitable or
torn down.
207:Brookhaven_Springs_Ct
Thanks for all you do!
211:N_Stratford_Road
S P E E D I N G !!! Can we please get some additional traffic enforcement (police) in
the area to slow drivers down. Very dangerous to pedestrians and children.
212:Wieuca_Trce
ummm 585 Mountain way - Eyesore ! Needs to be condemned
688 Mountain Way - Eyesore , why can't a house be completed within 5-6 years?
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Q. 11 - Roses and Thorns - Know of something beautiful or ugly in North
Buckhead?

214:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

The GOATS on Wieuca. They should be in the backyard please, not the front yard. A real
eyesore for our street.
215:Buff_Dr
Home landscape that is not kept up!
1. House on North Stratford (traveling North Stratford toward Wieuca on left between
Stovall Blvd and Wieuca) Clean out area near N Stratford
2. House -Mnt Way partially torn down
3. Rental House & construction House @ North Ivy/ Mountain Way
4. House on N Ivy with poison ivy growing into rd @ Glengary
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Part 5 - Neighborhood Parks, Recreation, & Trails

NORTH BUCKHEAD CIVIC ASSOCIATION

North Buckhead Civic Association July 2015 Survey

NEIGHBORHOOD PUBLIC PARKS, GREENSPACE, RECREATION AND TRAILS

12. What public parks/paths do you use?
Never

Annually

Quarterly

Monthly

Weekly

Daily

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Piedmont Park

0

0

0

0

0

0

Beltline and similar multiuse trails

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other Parks in Atlanta or Metro area

0

0

0

0

0

0

Chastain Park
Blue Heron Nature Preserve
Little Nancy Creek Park
Mountain Way Common
North Buckhead Park (Wieuca/Phipps Blvd.)
PATH400
Tower Place Park

Comment:

....

v
500 characters left.

13. What do you do at these parks?

>
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0
D
0
D
0

Walk/hike

D

Walk dog/play with dog

0

Playground

D

Talk to friends

0

Picnics

D

Food Truck events

0

Bike

0

Swim

0

Tennis

D

Hang out

0

Drop off/pick up kids

0
0
0
D

Golf

D

Other

Watch your kids play
Watch nature
Run/jog
SiUrelax

Gardening
Baskeball
Field sports (soccer, etc.)

Comment:

>

500 characters left.
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Q. 12 ‐ What public parks/paths do you use?
Chastain Park
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Daily
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PATH400
Mountain Way Common
Blue Heron Nature Preserve
Little Nancy Creek Park
North Buckhead Park
Tower Place Park
Piedmont Park
Beltline and similar multiuse trails
Other Parks in Atlanta or Metro area
40%
Weekly
No Answer

60%
Monthly
Never

80%
100%
Quarterly

96.5% of survey respondents reported visiting at least one of the above parks. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 12 - What public parks/paths do you use?

Comment

7:Buff_Dr

I like to walk around Chastain and I look forward to walking on the Path400 path when it
is extended towards my house.
19:Woods_Cir
If you build it they will come...PATH 400 is new; Tower Place is not a park- it is a spit
of grass called a park. Glad it exists in place of more development but calling it a park
is a stretch!
31:3961_Arden_Way
I have really enjoyed the Path400 and having the food trucks at Mountain Way Common.
Because my kids are not little, I don't use Little Nancy Creek Park as much.
35:Ivy_Rd
I didn't know there was a Tower Place Park.
40:Park_Ave
WE DO VISIT BOTANICAL GARDENS
43:Peachtree_Rd
I wasn't aware of some of the parks/areas...I will begin to use them more
44:Herrington_dr
Although chastising park is very rundown these days. There has been an area that has been
nailed off for discontinued use for over 1.5 years. That's ridiculous, its one of our
neighborhood parks.
47:N_Buckhead_Dr
We only use MWC for the food trucks. We would visit Nancy Creek park more if easier to
park. Those drivers are crazy on Peachtree Dunwoody.
50:Valley_Green_Dr
We use the Chattahoochee National Parks.
58:Stovall_Blvd
the Path 400 is going to be a game changer.... I cannot wait for it to be expanded.
will be awesome.
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Q. 12 - What public parks/paths do you use?

59:Rickenbacker_Way

Comment

I bike. Likely to use path400 much more when it is completed
64:N_Stratford_Rd
We will use the parks more as our kids get older.
65:North_Ivy_Rd
I don't walk in North Buckhead Park often, but I pass by it all the time. It is the
highly visual, highly public gateway to North Buckhead, where our marker is located. It
is important in a different way from our other parks.
67:Wieuca_Ter
Chattahoochee parks
68:Valley_Green_Dr
All the parks are great; we just have a wonderful neighborhood to walk in so rarely go to
the parks.
70:Wieuca_Trce
Why isn't the PATH400 phase to connect to Mountain Way Common going to be completed?
Last I read, there was no schedule for this phase. Until that happens, I will not use
PATH400 and will continue to leave North Buckhead and head to Chastain Park for
recreation.
74:Wieuca_Trace
I haven't been to Blue Heron yet but I plan to go.
82:Glengary_Dr
Not much of a hiker. Getting old!!
I go to a club for exercise.
84:Wieuca_Rd
I anticipate using Mountain Way Common more as more gets done. Same with PATH400 - the
next section I think I'll use a lot.
86:Mayfair_Rd
Very disappointed that progress on Path 400 has come to a complete stop. What is going
wrong??? If it were finished , I might walk to MWC park, TPP, and other trails...
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Q. 12 - What public parks/paths do you use?

87:Old_Ivy_Ln

Comment

WE love the parks and greenspace, but don't want the roads to suffer. Drive up and down
Old Ivy Rd. It is a disgrace. We also think that the "tree natzis" are way to strict
and there are many unsafe situations. I know two tree have fallen on TWO houses just on
our little street. Lucky no one was killed! Another one fell and left the area without
power for 5 days, and others have fallen but not hit anything. We are all for trees and
green space, but not at the expense of being unsafe.
91:Park_Ave
I lived for 25 years on the east side of Ptree Dunwoody and never heard of 4 of these.
110:Stratford_Pl
Blue Heron, Little Nancy Creek and the Commons are such great assets to the neighborhood.
They have really enriched it.
112:Eulalia_Rd
Olmsted Linear Park. Chastain Park--perhaps once per 2 years.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
I definitely support parks in Atlanta, although I don't use them much personally.
120:Lakemoore_Dr
I'm disabled so that type of activity is limited to me
129:Valley_Green_Dr
When the Path 400 trail reaches our area we will be more likely to use it. We might use
it to access the Beltline and Piedmont Park.
142:Valley_Green_Dr
We mostly use the Chattahoochee National Park -- up and down the river.
144:Danube_Rd
Really wish they would finish the Path400 section between Ivy and Wieuca. Would use it
often.
146:N_Ivy_Rd
Need playground in mountain way park so people will use/gather.
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Q. 12 - What public parks/paths do you use?

147:McClatchey_Cir

Comment

Dog park??
153:Lakemoore_Dr
Renewing our efforts to take advantage of these parks/paths.
155:Arden_Way
I think MWC will be spectacular when completed.
157:Loridans_Dr
Anticipate using path 400 more once it extends north
159:Peachtree_Rd
ATTENTION TO
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
160:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Have enjoyed many of these in years past
161:Valley_Green_Dr
We have been going to the Food Truck Weds. at
Mountain Way Common - great idea!
162:Ivy_Pkwy
Sorry to write seldom use parks but intend to visit those in our neighborhood.
Two-Wieuca-Phipps and B'head are small--I do drive by them frequently. Don't know where
Tower Pl. Pk is!? Again where park car to access path at 400 & Old Ivy? Just along side
street, I guess.
166:Ivy_Park_Ln
We are retired. In the future, we might use some of them with grandchildren.
172:Ivy_Trl
Don't use.
175:Unk
Would love more info on how to access the new Path 400 and where there is parking. I saw
access from Old Ivy recently but no nearby parking. If I live on Lakemoore, I need to
drive to get there and need to park somewhere. Lots of articles were appreciated but I
don't remember them including clear info on access points and parking areas.
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Q. 12 - What public parks/paths do you use?

181:Allison_Dr

Comment

I'd love to see little longer running/walking trails nearby.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
I use the parks that are near to, preferably within walking distance, of my home. I would
use the parks more if I had viable options to walk to them with my children.
189:Wieuca_Ter
PATH400 is a waste of resources and it encroaches into our neighborhoods. (And I do not
live near the path, so I am not directly affected by it.)
194:Ivy_Rd
I probably haven't found the ones that I don't use yet. I LOVE the parks - best thing
about Atlanta is the green space. It is what made me move down here 25 years ago!
198:Longleaf_Dr
just starting to learn of all the parks/paths.....hope to become familiar with more
201:Wieuca_Rd
These are closest to my home.
204:Stovall_Blvd
Love the parks. As an early morning runner, I do not think it is safe to run on Path400
alone - maybe I'll come around. Future connectivity between Path400 and the beltline is
an exciting idea to me and to any other paths/parks. Need safer access to LNCP (i.e.
sidewalks).
215:Buff_Dr
Path 400- have not had a chance yet but will use more as it progresses closer to
me
Greenway in Alpharetta
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Q. 13 ‐ What do you do at these parks?
Walk/hike
Watch your kids play
Watch nature
Food Truck events
Walk dog/play with dog
Sit/relax
Playground
Run/jog
Talk to friends
Picnics
Bike
Golf
Hang out
Field sports (soccer, etc.)
Tennis
Swim
Drop off/pick up kids
Gardening
Baskeball
Other
No Answer
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96% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 13 - What do you do at these parks?

74:Wieuca_Trace

Other

Festivals and events
82:Glengary_Dr
Festivals
110:Stratford_Pl
photography
142:Valley_Green_Dr
canoe, kayak
150:Conifer_Cir
festivals, music
157:Loridans_Dr
Concerts / Events / Art shows
182:N_Stratford_Rd
Love the baseball fields at Chasten
186:Wieuca_Trce
Art events
202:Ivy_Chase
Walk
203:Old_Ivy_Rd
concerts
206:N_Ivy_Rd
Volunteer
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Q. 13 - What do you do at these parks?

Comment

9:N_Ivy_Rd
How about a dog park?

24:Old_Ivy_Rd
I love to play golf at Candler Park -- so cheap!
64:N_Stratford_Rd
Watch live music sometimes, birthday events
68:Valley_Green_Dr
Rarely go to the parks.
153:Lakemoore_Dr
Benches along the way would be nice.
161:Valley_Green_Dr
Use playground at Little Nancy Creek when grandson visits.
172:Ivy_Trl
I would do the things checked above but I have limited walking ability so I don't use the
parks.
188:Herrington_Dr
With two boys, we spend a big chunk of the year at NYO over at Chastain. Combine that
with swim team at the Chastain Pool and you can count this as out second home!
209:Sheldon_Dr
Would love to see more bike-friendly options in Atlanta.
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Part 6 - Park Visioning - 519 Old Ivy Road
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14. PARK VISIONING- 519 Old Ivy Road

"Park visioning" is planned for 519 Old Ivy Road (next to PATH400). This property was recently
purchased by the City to become a park and the home that used to be there has been torn down .
The visioning process is sponsored by Livable Buckhead, Inc. and will be led by Dan Calvert of
the Atlanta Parks Department. If you want to be notified about these meetings and have a say in
what this park will become, sign up here so you can be contacted when public meetings are
held. (Personal information submitted here will not be published.)

350 characters left.
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Part 7 - PATH400
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PATH400

The initial phase of PATH400 opened early this year between Old Ivy Road and Lenox Road.
PATH400 will be a 5.2-mile multi-use (bikes, jogging, hiking) trail extending along GA4000 from
Loridans Drive south to near I-85 and Piedmont Road .

15. What is your reaction to PATH400?
D Like it a Lot!

0

Like it

D
0
D

Neutral or No Opinion
Dislike It
Dislike it a Lot!

16. Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

...

350 characters left.
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Q. 15 ‐ What is your reaction to PATH400?
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97.5% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

3:Stratford_Park_Dr

Comment

I am not sure of the lighting, but I would recommend having adequate lighting in that
area so people feel safe.
5:Loridans_Dr
Crime studies have not been performed to my satisfaction.
6:Creek_Wood_Close
Cost vs benefit relative to other existing underutilized spaces (Lakemoore, Blue Heron,
Little Nancy Creek). Concern as to the healthiness (air quality) of activities adjacent
to a major expressway. Concern about security to rear entry of homes backing up to the
PATH400.
7:Buff_Dr
I hope there is adequate security for anyone using it at night or times when not many
people are around.
8:McClatchey_Cir
Keep it out of people's back yards.
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
I like the idea of it but it really doesn't get you to a great area for dining or
shopping. You have to cross Lenox. I wish it had more family friendly options close by. I
also think it seems a little bare but I realize the landscape is still in it's infancy.
Also wish it was easier for children to bike there but that will get better as kids age.
11:Valley_Green_Dr
Keep building more like this!
14:Chateaugay_Ln
Keep building! Can't wait for the rest of it.
Would be helpful to have an easier way to go westbound on Old Ivy when traveling
southbound on PATH400. Fencing currently makes it difficult.
16:Carmain_Dr
Great job, I'd love to see even more trails that connect to PATH 400 so that we have a
network of trails throughout out community.
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

18:Statewood_Rd

Comment

Can't wait for it to be completed!
19:Woods_Cir
Keep building and expanding! It needs to go to Lenox Square and Chastain Park!
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
It's a wonderful addition and is only going to get better as it reaches more people.
29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Parking, parking, parking and the lack thereof. Projected completion is much longer than
anticipated and phasing order doesn't make sense.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Please continue to stress safety. I like the cameras and want the safety focus to
continue. Really like it and can't wait to see the finished product! Please don't add
parking anywhere- parking is plentiful at Terminus.
31:3961_Arden_Way
this is a GREAT addition to North Buckhead. I'm always surprised when I am the only one
on the path...it's both a shame and a delight! I can't wait for the next leg to open.
32:Peachtree_Rd
Keep it going and try to speed up completion.
34:Potters_Walk
make it extend further into north buckhead
40:Park_Ave
NEARBY.
PERHAPS A PARKING LOT COULD BE INTEGRATED INTO THE "PARK VISIONING".
45:Ivy_Rd
Parking on Ivy Road, near Park on Ivy should be prohibited. Can we get ' No Parking'
signs?
What is plan for upkeep? Ive seen a lot of dead shrubs and debris.
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

46:Glengary_Dr

Comment

Stop at Wieuca Rd
47:N_Buckhead_Dr
Still curious about how people will enter the path at Loridans and whether it will be
safe. Time will tell!
48:Herrington_Dr
Please keep it as natural as possible in this urban place.
51:Land_O'Lakes_Ct
Keep going! Love it! I'm on it every day!
52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
I'm mystified by people who don't want it "in their neighborhood." Seems to me that the
folks who are using it are the ones we want in the neighborhood.
57:Old_Ivy_Rd
Concerned about how walkers will get across Old Ivy from the current section to the
under-construction new section w/o a lighted and/or controlled crosswalk. That little
hill, especially heading west, is a speeding zone - someone is going to get hit as they
cross.
58:Stovall_Blvd
Will be fantastic when it connects to other path systems, such as the beltline, etc...
Will really change the neighborhood, the traffic, and everything.
this and similar projects.

I am 100% in favor of

60:Loridans_Dr
Think we need to revisit parking area at top of park/Loridans.
61:Stovall_Blvd
So proud of our PATH400 and Mountain Way Common with the new bridge!
70:Wieuca_Trce
Seems as though the phase from Wieuca Road to Loridans has stalled and no info available
about when it will be completed. Isn't there any news on this?
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

71:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

Love it!
73:Wieuca_Rd
Can we get it all done faster? It looks awesome and i can't wait for the other phases to
be completed.
74:Wieuca_Trace
It will run behind my house and neighborhood and I want to be sure they put up privacy
fencing.
76:Ivy_Chase
LBI continues to do a great job with Path 400
77:N_Stratford_Rd
Places to park near entrance
78:Ivy_Rd
The boulders that were used in construction of phase one were never removed. There are
six huge boulders in front of our house. They are an eyesore and are not natural. Someone
put them there. I was told it was too expensive to remove them. Wrong answer. The project
was competitively bid, so the costs should have been included in the winner's bid.
79:Mountain_Way
If only it could be less hilly!! But I suppose you can't get away from that.
80:N_Stratford_Rd
Beautiful, well maintained and a joy to use.
81:N_Stratford_Rd
Need parking opportunities
82:Glengary_Dr
I know that's not a popular opinion, but living on Glengary myself..I don't like the fact
that strangers will be walking in people's back yards..its intrusive and impacts the
value of homes. It's just a matter of time before it goes north of
Loridans.
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

84:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

I was hoping to rollerblade on it, but it's really steep!
Love the artwork!
86:Mayfair_Rd
Very disappointed that progress on Path 400 has come to a complete stop. What is going
wrong??? If it were finished , I might walk to MWC park, TPP.
Also the underpass at the transition under 400 is very dark and foreboding. Before the
park is built, I would like to see lights and cameras under the bridge..
rmixon01@bellsouth.net
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
I like it, but again, it was terribly expensive when our roads are in such bad condition
and our taxes are going through the roof! That is another problem. All these other
areas are incorporating and it seems like poor Buckhead is left to support the entire
South side of Atlanta and the areas that pay virtually no taxes. It really is terrible.
88:Mountain_Way
I have been skeptical about how much actual use the path will get but will be happy to be
proven wrong. I especially wonder about the section south of MWC that runs along GA 400.
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Convenient parking so we can actually use the Path400
93:Beverly_Ln
I would like to make sure there are crosswalks when the PATH400 crosses or ends at a road
while being constructed. For instance, the PATH ends at Old Ivy and it is very difficult
to cross Old Ivy to get to the sidewalk across the street.
94:N_Stratford_Rd
Water fountains!
Lighting under 400
Safe crosswalk under 400 to get to new phase, when that opens.
95:Arden_Way
While I think the Beltline is a great addition to the City of Atlanta, it has one
significant flaw in not separating the walking and biking paths. PATH400 needs to be
wide enough to accomplish that .
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

Comment

97:N_Stratford_Rd
Keep on building

100:Old_Ivy_Rd
I will but not at this time, I've been out of the country.
104:Loridans_Dr
What about parking on the north end?
105:Longleaf_Dr
The connection to the BeltLine should be a priority.
109:Stovall_Ter
faster development please to beltline.
110:Stratford_Pl
While I haven't walked it, I am in favor of any paths, parks, etc. We need green space.
113:Ivy_Chase
Wonderful
114:Ivy_Chase
I still don't know where parking will be provided for people not living near the path. I
hope that there will not be a lot of parking on Ivy Road. this is a curvy road and would
create danger for people walking in the road with strollers and dogs who are going to
access the path.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
Although I have yet to use PATH400, I am anxious to walk the part that has opened. Until
the parking lot on Old Ivy is completed, I'm not sure where to park.
116:Old_Ivy_Ln
How fast can it be finished?
117:Old_Ivy_Ln
Wanted to love it, but it's too steep for bikers and kids on roller skates/skateboards.
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

119:Old_Ivy_Rd

Comment

For future reference: asphalt is easier on the knees (for running/walking) than cement. I
realize cost and upkeep most likely affected that selection.
124:Old_Ivy_Rd
Really wonderful project. Big thank you to all responsible
129:Valley_Green_Dr
Can't wait for it to reach Loridans!
130:Herrington_Dr
Keep it going both directions, add lighting for evening. Emergency call boxes would be
helpful.
134:Sheldon_Dr
We have not been on it yet and only have driven by.
136:Park_Regency_Pl
Pretty useless to me now as it's so short and then dumps you into very dangerous
intersections.
Also, it's not very healthy to be exercising next to the freeway. Too bad cars always
take priority over everything else.
141:N_Buckhead_Dr
tie it all together!
142:Valley_Green_Dr
We love it and our only concerns would be safety for individuals using the path.
143:Peachtree_Rd
Parking for access needs to be provided.
144:Danube_Rd
Would love for it to continue north of the Perimeter. Great Path!
151:Ivy_Ln
Seems work on Phase II has come to a screeching halt with no apparent activity for
months. That is disappointing.
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

154:N_Ivy_Rd

Comment

I'm not crazy about a lot of "non-residents" roaming through the neighborhood. I
understand that the idea is similar to the High Line in New York and the Belt line here
but I'm concerned about strangers coming through. Just today there is that message about
a prowler on Peachtree-Dunwwody. The PATH400 will bring in more strangers
155:Arden_Way
Why can't the third phase be Wieuca to MWC?
159:Peachtree_Rd
NEEDS MUCH BETTER SIGNAGE
162:Ivy_Pkwy
Great to have it but I've yet to walk on it. See above comments. Several of these
parks/areas are now on my "to do" list to find and visit.
163:Wieuca_Rd
Hurry and finish it!
166:Ivy_Park_Ln
We and our neighbors are worried that there will be a lot of cars parked near the on Ivy
Road, near the entrance to our street. We are in contact with Denise Starling about this
issue.
171:Ivy_Knoll
Keep it going! The Old Ivy to Wieuca section has been dormant (and ugly) for many months.
172:Ivy_Trl
It's hard to believe people are politicking to be outside in the traffic congestion,
sucking up all the carbon dioxide from the millions of cars around Lenox/Phipps. The idea
is good but in reality, it's creating the stage for easy access to residential areas by
the criminals, not to mention crime along the Path.
174:Stovall_Blvd
Safety always an issue
175:Unk
Great idea but as I said, haven't used it yet as I don't know where to park when I get
there!
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

177:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

When is it going to be finished and connected to Mountain way common?
181:Allison_Dr
It's great. Can't wait until more of it is completed and ready for use.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
It would be helpful if it connected all of the area parks. Also, it would be great if it
were long enough to serve as a NEARBY substitute for the Silver Comet trail for
bikers/joggers.
189:Wieuca_Ter
Again, PATH400 is a misuse and waste of resources given the many other needs of our
community.
191:Park_Ave
The entry is at a rather precipitous area (curve) on Old Ivy. Perhaps when the park is
opened, the entry will look more welcoming.
193:N_Ivy_Rd
awesome
194:Ivy_Rd
I mentioned about the doggie station and trash. I just hope that someone is designated to
maintain it? Trash, etc. Thanks!
198:Longleaf_Dr
love it and cant wait for more to be completed
204:Stovall_Blvd
I do not feel safe going on the open section of the path alone in the early morning
hours. I am worried about unwanted characters using this to access our neighborhood. I
have enjoyed using the path during the day when other people are around, but I have
noticed more than once shady characters exiting the path on to Old Ivy.
207:Brookhaven_Springs_Ct
Keep it safe!
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Q. 16 - Do you have any comments or suggestions about PATH400?

210:Stovall_Ter

Comment

No, please continue it
211:N_Stratford_Road
when
will it be restarted?
215:Buff_Dr
Residents safety is a concern
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Part 8- Mountain Way Common (MWC)
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MOUNTAIN WAY COMMON (MWC)

Mountain Way Common is a new park being built under and around the GA400 bridge over Mountain Way. The
following questions are about Mountain Way Common .

17. What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?
0 Like it a Lot!

0

Like it

D
0

Neutral or No Opinion
Dislike It

D

Dislike it a Lot!

D

Other

Comment:

}
500 characters left.

18. What amenities at MWC would make you visit more often?

D
0
D
0

Walking trails
Biking trails
Benches/tables
Playground
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D
D
D
D
0

Gazebo/community gathering courtyard

D

Fitness course

D

Other

Observation deck to observe wildlife and the creek
Community garden
Connection to PATH400
Food trucks/special events

Comment:

500 characters left.

>

19. Should Mountain Way Common be a venue for public art?

D

No - I do not support public art at MWC

D
D
D
D

Yes- permanent sculpture pieces
Yes- temporary/rotating art that support local artists
Yes- murals that cover concrete
Yes but I have no strong preferences, surprise me

20. What would make you more likely to donate to the development of MWC?

0

I like the progress that I see and plan to donate soon

0

I will donate once I understand what is planned for MWC

D

I support the park but don't plan to donate

0

I don't support the park and will not donate toward its development

D

Other

Comment:

500 characters left.

>

21 . How can the MWC be improved to encourage you to use it more?
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Q. 17 ‐ What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?
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91% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 17 - What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?

80:N_Stratford_Rd

Other

Haven't used it yet
136:Park_Regency_Pl
I like the intent but it's not fully implemented yet
153:Lakemoore_Dr
Haven't used it yet...
165:Wieuca_Rd
Have not visited.
194:Ivy_Rd
Haven't been there yet
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Q. 17 - What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?

Comment

8:McClatchey_Cir
Like as a nice greenspace
Dislike making it part of Path 400

9:N_Ivy_Rd
Or at least I think I will. It's hard to imagine. I think a lot more trash trees need to
be thinned out, and how about some mosquito control?
This space under 400 in screaming for an artistic installation.
12:N_Ivy_Rd
just concerned about the increasing number of cars that park on N Ivy Rd
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
What a fantastic achievement!
29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
It's kind of creepy over there. Seems dark, isolated and uninviting. Needs serious work
and a place to park.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Can't wait to see the finished product!
31:3961_Arden_Way
this is a wonderful neighborhood gathering spot. it really has helped me get to know
some neighbors
40:Park_Ave
PERHAPS A
PARKING LOT COULD BE INTEGRATED IN THE PLANS.
41:Danube_Rd
It smells often there. Sewage odor. Love the food trucks.
44:Herrington_dr
Liking the food trucks so far, but wish that there were more neighborhood activities and
the space had a better use for the space ie playground, some sort of activities, places
to picnic. Also a few branches have fallen out of the trees and almost hit people during
food truck night. So I'm not positive that it is landscaped with safety in mind.
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Q. 17 - What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?

46:Glengary_Dr

Comment

Should purchase empty lot across North Ivy. It would make a great play area
52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
Haven't seen it, but any time a park can be created, it's a good thing.
64:N_Stratford_Rd
So excited about this park!
65:North_Ivy_Rd
So nice to have a park easy to walk to from my home. I enjoy the Food Truck Wednesdays.
74:Wieuca_Trace
I haven't visited yet.
82:Glengary_Dr
Seems like a good idea.
88:Mountain_Way
So far it's been a real improvement. Having participated in a number of the clean up days
with my children it is rewarding to see the plans coming to fruition.
91:Park_Ave
It seems to be a park for that neighborhood.
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
It appears to be a strange location and unless there is drastic improvement it will not
become very appealing. What is the parking plan?
94:N_Stratford_Rd
Once it is connected to path 400 I can see my family using it a lot
95:Arden_Way
Will be a wonderful addition to the community.
97:N_Stratford_Rd
Thank you for taking an ugly space and trying to turn it into something usable.
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Q. 17 - What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?

Comment

110:Stratford_Pl

The new bridge is looking great. The Commons could have become a no-man's- land, but
instead has been transformed into a pleasant area. Thanks to all who had a part in it!!
114:Ivy_Chase
I don't have a good understanding of what it will offer.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
I need to have another look, but when I drove to the park, 6-9 months ago, I wasn't too
impressed. I'm sure it has changed.
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
I may visit it...occasionally...the future.
130:Herrington_Dr
The bridge being put in is great, but probably overkill for the amount of use it might
get. Needs a limited amount of parking spots. Could add a playground under the GA 400
bridge, which would be great for kids on a rainy day.
132:Carmain_Dr
It's obviously not a bad thing, but I'm still having trouble envisioning the finished
product and how it will really be used in the end. The goats helped to clear it out last
Fall, but it's almost back to where it started. I like it fine now and maybe I will love
it in the end. Very hopeful!
134:Sheldon_Dr
We have only been there a couple of times.
143:Peachtree_Rd
Hope to see it finished soon.
144:Danube_Rd
I'm looking forward to seeing it completed. I'm sure we'll walk around there often.
150:Conifer_Cir
Haven't seen yet.
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Q. 17 - What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?

Comment

157:Loridans_Dr

Great use of otherwise wasted space. Great vision and planning. Not the most pleasant
though given its under a highway.
162:Ivy_Pkwy
I haven't gone exploring yet to find this area. I've read about the building of park but
haven't visited.
168:Stovall_Ter
I'm not sure I will frequent it. Feels like it could be dangerous - like a place for bad
people to hide out under the highway...
171:Ivy_Knoll
Still waiting to see what it becomes.
172:Ivy_Trl
I don't use it but is's nice to have a place to walk your dog or kids without dodging
cars & trucks, etc.
174:Stovall_Blvd
A great use of wasted space under 400, really bringing people and families
together...great idea!
175:Unk
Looking forward to this improvement, this area was sorely under used before. Mountain
Way will really need sidewalks, however as it's already somewhat dangerous to walk/jog on
because there are none and it's a winding road. To give people safe access from Wieuca,
sidewalks are needed.
184:N_Stratford_Rd
MWC just doesn't seem "park" location. Expense of the bridge for a "creek" that is mostly
dry seems excessive Would be nice to just have a green space
189:Wieuca_Ter
Development of this land is very unfortunate. Keep it natural and undeveloped. The goats
were a gimmick and destroyed the natural habitat that supported the ecosystem and erosion
control. Bridge was not necessary and a waste/misuse of resources given other needs of
the community.
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Q. 17 - What is your reaction to Mountain Way Common?

193:N_Ivy_Rd

Comment

good job guys
201:Wieuca_Rd
Have yet to visit
204:Stovall_Blvd
Nice use for this space. Not sure that it will be heavily used until it connects to
path400 and bridge is built. Again, it is a little creepy if one is back there at odd
times of day (i.e. early morning). I worry about unsavory characters taking up residence
in this park as so much of it is not readily visible from the road.
215:Buff_Dr
Don't like the overgrowth of weeds and plants. Makes me feel unsafe and like we will get
poison ivy from going there.
Mosquitoes are a problem also
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Q. 18 ‐ What amenities at MWC would make you visit more often?
Walking trails
Connection to PATH400
Benches/tables
Food trucks/special events
Observation deck to observe wildlife and the creek
Playground
Biking trails
Gazebo/community gathering courtyard
Fitness course
Community garden
Other
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79% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 18 - What amenities at MWC would make you visit more often?

Other

29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Parking
56:Midvale_Dr
Trash Facilities
62:Arden_Way
Tiny Lending Library
111:Arden_Way
natural dog park off leash area
169:Mountain_Way
Dog area
182:N_Stratford_Rd
Mountain biking trails would be good
195:N_Stratford_Rd
Dog Park
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Q. 18 - What amenities at MWC would make you visit more often?

Comment

8:McClatchey_Cir

keep it as a natural space as opposed to a recreational space.
26:MountainWay
We recently moved to Mountain Way and love this park
34:Potters_Walk
We need a community Garden somewhere in North buckhead besides that place across from
Pike's
35:Ivy_Rd
I don't know--I haven't yet been there.
40:Park_Ave
MORE PEOPLE (LIKE US) WOULD LIKELY USE IF WE COULD PARK OUR CARS NEARBY. PERHAPS
PARKING LOT COULD BE INTEGRATED IN THE PLANS.
44:Herrington_dr
I wish this area would become more developed with a playground or activities of some sort.
64:N_Stratford_Rd
Playground DEFINITELY, benches and seating, picnic tables, Access to the creek where kids
could play and examine creek, throw rocks, climb on large rocks, jump on stepping stones,
see minnows and tadpoles in the water
66:Wieuca_Ter
Park doesn't feel safe.
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
I know there are walking trials, but not sure how far they go. We have enjoyed the food
truck, and would like to see them go to different areas. Maybe Chastain?
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Nothing
107:Brookhaven_Springs_Dr
I have really enjoyed the food trucks this summer. It is great to see the turnout and
the sense of community.
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Q. 18 - What amenities at MWC would make you visit more often?

110:Stratford_Pl

Comment

Some of these things are up and running. Spaces like this enrich the community experience.
132:Carmain_Dr
Don't feel like we need a playground because we have Little Nancy Creek right around the
corner with a great playground. For me, paths for walking and running and biking would
be perfect and a connection to Path 400 would be super as well.
141:N_Buckhead_Dr
I've noticed a lot of young boys riding their motorized bikes around the area; obviously
there is a need to keep these kids entertained and safe. Perhaps a natural bike ramp and
trail would be useful!
146:N_Ivy_Rd
S A Need playground and gathering area/ fitness trail would also be great!
154:N_Ivy_Rd
Bike trails,playgrounds, etc. may discourage wildlife. When we bought our house we felt
that one of the great things about this neighborhood was the natural areas tucked into
the neighborhood. We have have had foxes and hawks in our yard and deer nearby. Keeping
MWC more natural may encourage the wildlife.
162:Ivy_Pkwy
Don't know as haven't been there or to nearby area. Re Q #19: would the Storyteller &
friends go there? And, temporary/rotating art is nice but someone(s) need to manage it!
More volunteers would be needed!
172:Ivy_Trl
I'm unable to walk much so I really don't have an opinion one way or another.
189:Wieuca_Ter
PLEASE -- DO NOT DEVELOP THIS LAND!!! Human nature seems to drive us to "do" something in
the name of "progress" or "improvement." Often, less is more. Protecting and preserving
the land and keeping the area safe is fine. Adding "stuff" is not necessary, a waste of
resources and not necessary. Development of high-rises and other man-made interferences
into nature all disrupt the ecosystem and special quality of North Buckhead. Please, stop
the insanity. Protect what we have, not develop.
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Q. 18 - What amenities at MWC would make you visit more often?

210:Stovall_Ter

Comment

Keep it as natural as possible

n
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Q. 19 ‐ Should Mountain Way Common be a venue for public art?

1
11
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77% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.

Q. 19 ‐ Should Mountain Way Common be a venue for public art?
If Yes, what kind?
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Yes ‐ permanent sculpture pieces
Yes ‐ temporary/rotating art that support local artists
Yes ‐ murals that cover concrete
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Q. 20 ‐ What would make you more likely to donate to the development of MWC?
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I like the progress that I see and plan to donate soon
I will donate once I understand what is planned for MWC
Other
I don't support the park and will not donate toward its development
I support the park but don't plan to donate
74% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 20 - What would make you more likely to donate to the
development of MWC?

30:N_Stratford_Rd

Other

Playground
36:N_Stratford_Rd
i gsve
41:Danube_Rd
Wait and see
49:Glengary_Dr
I don't plan to donate.
84:Wieuca_Rd
events
130:Herrington_Dr
already donated $
157:Loridans_Dr
More events at the park that entice me to use it
165:Wieuca_Rd
I will visit the park and donate as I support all efforts to create greenspace.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
Already donated
206:N_Ivy_Rd
I do donate time and money.
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Q. 20 - What would make you more likely to donate to the
development of MWC?

8:McClatchey_Cir

Comment

Don't support as it as the direction it appears to be taking.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Would be willing to donate if a playground is involved.
31:3961_Arden_Way
we have donated before and will probably donate again. we are deliberate about our
philanthropy and MWC is simply not one of our top priorities right now.
32:Peachtree_Rd
I have donated.
35:Ivy_Rd
It's too far from my house to be of much interest to me, personally
47:N_Buckhead_Dr
I am on too many non-profit boards and too many kids a private schools. I wish I could
be more generous.
59:Rickenbacker_Way
I believe I have donated, and will continue to.
65:North_Ivy_Rd
I have donated both time and money, and will do so again in the future.
67:Wieuca_Ter
We have already donated and will continue to support it
84:Wieuca_Rd
I'm more likely to participate in an event like the PJ jog than just to send in a
donation.
85:Emma_Ln
Support BHNP currently.
86:Mayfair_Rd
My comment on Art above comes from the perspective that what is art to some is not to
others. Better it have nice landscaping and green space.
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Q. 20 - What would make you more likely to donate to the
development of MWC?

87:Old_Ivy_Ln

Comment

We may donate in the future. We donated to Little Nancy Creek
110:Stratford_Pl
With limited funds, I give to the Blue Heron Nature Preserve. It is the one that best
suits my needs and preferences.
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
I don't get in that area very often...a little too far.
143:Peachtree_Rd
Already a donorIndicate parking
145:Loridans_Cir
I have previously donated
146:N_Ivy_Rd
I need to see a plan/timeline and financials and plan to donate
154:N_Ivy_Rd
Donating or not donating will depend on our budget.
162:Ivy_Pkwy
Haven't seen it so don't know. Might contribute a litte.
172:Ivy_Trl
I'm on a fixed income facing huge medical bills so the park isn't on my priority list
right now.
189:Wieuca_Ter
Again, do NOT develop. Protect and preserve the natural land and ecosystem that has been
there.
193:N_Ivy_Rd
make a paralel between little nancy creek and MWC, so people can relate
211:N_Stratford_Road
I donated last year for the previous/initial stage - would like to more before donating
again.
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Q. 20 - What would make you more likely to donate to the
development of MWC?

215:Buff_Dr

Comment

Safety
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Q. 21 - How can the MWC be improved to encourage you to use it more?

Comment

8:McClatchey_Cir
Make it more a preserve than a park.
9:N_Ivy_Rd
Mosquito control!

11:Valley_Green_Dr
Art such as sculptures, graphics, mosaics, and other.
14:Chateaugay_Ln
Connection to PATH400
16:Carmain_Dr
Connection to PATH 400
19:Woods_Cir
Connectivity to other areas. Driving there to use it is not going to happen. I feel like
the few neighborhs right there and getting a great deal paid for by everyone else but
accessible to no one else.
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
I think it's terrific and can't wait to see the bridge.
29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Playground and picnic areas
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Add a playground
32:Peachtree_Rd
Tye it to the Path400.
33:Peachtree_Rd
Connection to Path400
41:Danube_Rd
No bad smell. Cleaner water. Prettier.
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Q. 21 - How can the MWC be improved to encourage you to use it more?

44:Herrington_dr

Comment

I thing the area needs to be landscaped a little more child friendly. I would like to
see a playground here or something Like little Nancy Creek that I could bring my kids to
without having to get in the car.
47:N_Buckhead_Dr
Not everyone can walk to the park -- there needs to be some instruction about where to
park.
58:Stovall_Blvd
more landscaping, clearing out underbrush...
Garbage cans would be nice, if they could be maintained.... I would pick up garbage in
the neighborhood and put it in cans...
60:Loridans_Dr
paths need to be finished
64:N_Stratford_Rd
Play areas for kids, access to creek so kids can explore, jump and climb on rocks, kids
loved the goats (maybe we get an animal mascot that lives there?)
67:Wieuca_Ter
keep vegetation down, define walking paths
70:Wieuca_Trce
Connect to PATH400
73:Wieuca_Rd
once it is done, i can't wait to take my kids there. finally a park we can walk to.
76:Ivy_Chase
Bad location for me
79:Mountain_Way
Seems like you all are doing a great job so far.
82:Glengary_Dr
.? Don't know.
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Q. 21 - How can the MWC be improved to encourage you to use it more?

84:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

See above - haven't seen the bridge yet, too busy. Went to the food trucks but got the
food to take home to my husband; he didn't want to go down.
86:Mayfair_Rd
I have no reason to go there, so not likely.
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
Does it have any real parking?
90:Valley_Brook_Dr
Parking
93:Beverly_Ln
Connecting it to PATH400 is key for us as it will be one of the prettier parts of the
path once completed.
97:N_Stratford_Rd
Keep the overgrowth under control and keeping it clean.
106:Park_Regency_Pl
Walking and biking
110:Stratford_Pl
Probably some fun events.
116:Old_Ivy_Ln
Complete paths, benches, etc. Went on Food Truck night and it was damp and no where to
sit.
124:Old_Ivy_Rd
make it a destination, through food truck stops, musical performance, art and sculpture
132:Carmain_Dr
Clear pathways and trails; somewhat cleared out spaces, but I also understand we need to
maintain foliage. Less mosquitoes. :-)
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Q. 21 - How can the MWC be improved to encourage you to use it more?

141:N_Buckhead_Dr

Comment

clear the underbrush; control the 'wild' plant life; tame the shrew
142:Valley_Green_Dr
We will use as part of our walking/jogging route through the neighborhood.
143:Peachtree_Rd
indicate where one can park a car, safely.
145:Loridans_Cir
markers for parking
146:N_Ivy_Rd
Answers sbove
147:McClatchey_Cir
Put the half buck-human here!!
154:N_Ivy_Rd
We don't really use but keeping it as natural as possible would be what we'd like to see.
Keeping the creek healthy is also important.
157:Loridans_Dr
More events like food truck park. Look at Blackburn park in Brookhaven. It went from
never being used for events to having something every quarter which draws people to ir.
162:Ivy_Pkwy
Don't know-gotta find it first!
174:Stovall_Blvd
Walking trails
177:N_Stratford_Rd
It needs more cleared areas that are safe for kids to come and access the creek etc.
181:Allison_Dr
Easier access from my home. I'm not even sure where it is but if I could access it from
Path 400, I would be much more likely to use it.
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Q. 21 - How can the MWC be improved to encourage you to use it more?

Comment

182:N_Stratford_Rd

It still feels fairly isolated - I would prefer it to have more trails/paths connecting
it to other parks. Also, a mountain biking trail would be a fun addition and a good way
to introduce children to mountain biking.
189:Wieuca_Ter
Again, do NOT develop. Protect and preserve the natural land and ecosystem that has been
there.
193:N_Ivy_Rd
parking area, trail
204:Stovall_Blvd
Hard to say as it is a work in progress already. As long as it is safe, it will be
successful.
206:N_Ivy_Rd
More people should donate so it can be completed sooner.
211:N_Stratford_Road
Understanding the overall plan - and having it connect to the PATH.
212:Wieuca_Trce
finish the bridge and people will come
213:Glengary_Dr
get rid of that horrible excuse of a builders nightmare home on the other side of the
creek...it is an eyesore and makes me uneasy that some vagrant is inside. This cannot be
a coded building and should be torn down!!
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Part 9 - Blue Heron Nature Preserve
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Blue Heron Nature Preserve
Blue Heron has now grown to 29 acres. This greenspace land is along busy Roswell Road near Lakemoore
Drive. The preserve also includes a community garden and building which includes offices for the Atlanta
Audubon Society and educational facilities .

22. What do you like most about Blue Heron Nature Preserve?

0
D
0
0
0

Trails

0

Dog walking

D

Creek access

D

Art openings/public art

D

Other

Educational programming
Wildlife
Greenspace
Community garden

23. If there was one thing you could add to or change about Blue Heron, what would it be?
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Q. 22 ‐ What do you like most about Blue Heron Nature Preserve?
Trails

Wildlife

Greenspace

Educational programming

Creek access

Dog walking

Community garden

Art openings/public art

Other
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72% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 22 - What do you like most about Blue Heron Nature Preserve?

Other

10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
we don't use it
43:Peachtree_Rd
Haven't visited yet
80:N_Stratford_Rd
Haven't visited but plan to very soon
86:Mayfair_Rd
Never been there
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
Nancy has done a great job!
134:Sheldon_Dr
The bees colonies are good for education.
159:Peachtree_Rd
DO NOT USE; GLAD TO DRIVE BY IT
162:Ivy_Pkwy
Convenient to my home!
172:Ivy_Trl
If I used it.
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Q. 23 - If there was one thing you could
add to or change about Blue Heron, what would it be?

6:Creek_Wood_Close

Comment

Odor control from the sewer below. A real problem several days a month for neighbors, not
just park users.
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
It needs to be cleaned up. It looks very run down. Our neighborhoood is next to BH and
the majority of owners here do not use it for this reason. It is a shame because it does
have so much to offer a community...especially one with young children.
11:Valley_Green_Dr
Row of trees along Roswell Road to provide shade and to clearly separate the area from
the street. Right now it is not clear what this is, and several visitors have said they
thought it was an overgrown lot. A shaded viewing area on the street (perhaps a gazebo)
to view activities would also be nice, and welcoming to the community.
14:Chateaugay_Ln
Better trail wayfaring signage and public restrooms
19:Woods_Cir
Connect to other trails and Chastain Park
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
I'd like to have better walking trails that reach further into the property.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Enhance safety. I haven't been because I hear there are homeless that camp in the park
and I am afraid to run there.
35:Ivy_Rd
Make the garden area neater and more appealing. Often it's an eyesore.
37:Beverly_Ln
Funds need to be available to clean up the trash area from where dog feces is disposed.
44:Herrington_dr
I wish the art complex inside was a place that had kid friendly things to do.
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Q. 23 - If there was one thing you could
add to or change about Blue Heron, what would it be?

48:Herrington_Dr

Comment

I am happy as is
51:Land_O'Lakes_Ct
Clean up the trails and make them more accessible.
52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
Availability of nearby parking for events.
57:Old_Ivy_Rd
Less in-the-dark parking. Can feel rather dangerous if one drives up and no other cars
are there, since Roswell Rd can't see in.
58:Stovall_Blvd
Make it bigger, pick up garbage
63:Wieuca_Rd
Outdoor bathroom
64:N_Stratford_Rd
We need to learn more about it. Our kids are young so we don't have time to go there but
will probably go more when they are a bit older.
65:North_Ivy_Rd
Preserve it above all as a nature preserve. Put the animals who live there first. And
the plants.
68:Valley_Green_Dr
Rarely go there; think it is wonderful addition to N.Buckhead for young families with
children.
76:Ivy_Chase
More adult education
77:N_Stratford_Rd
Inside Trail instead of walking along Roswell.
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Q. 23 - If there was one thing you could
add to or change about Blue Heron, what would it be?
Comment

82:Glengary_Dr
Don't know

85:Emma_Ln
Better and more clear trails at Emma Lane and Land of Lakes. Also benches within the
preserve.
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
I think it could look a little more manicured form Roswell Rd. I know they want it to
stay"natural," but at the same time we don't want it to look like abandoned, overgrown or
unkept property.
93:Beverly_Ln
Not having to walk on Roswell Road to completely circle around/through the Blue Heron
Reserve.
94:N_Stratford_Rd
I've never visited because I was never sure if it was open to just come and walk around
or if we needed to come for a specific program. (In fairness, I never researched it
either.) so that said, maybe better awareness?
99:Carmain_Dr
I would like the area around the community garden to be less overgrown looking. To me it
is not inviting.
110:Stratford_Pl
I would love to see more of it. I love that little bit of wild within the city.
114:Ivy_Chase
I need to go and find out firsthand.
116:Old_Ivy_Ln
More publicity -- I'm not sure what I'm supposed to do there.
117:Old_Ivy_Ln
Bike Trails
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Q. 23 - If there was one thing you could
add to or change about Blue Heron, what would it be?

120:Lakemoore_Dr

Comment

trimming the bushes for better visibility to get onto Lakemoore and Roswell Road
124:Old_Ivy_Rd
Publicize it more outside of North Buckhead.
130:Herrington_Dr
Dredge Lakemoore Lake. Walking bridge where the old dam for the lake was. Connect the
trail from Lakemoore with the trails on Emma Lane.
132:Carmain_Dr
I like having Blue Heron in our neighborhood. I think it's a neat place, but admit that
I don't use it.
134:Sheldon_Dr
More land would be great.
142:Valley_Green_Dr
Connect it to other parks in the area as much as possible with trails.
143:Peachtree_Rd
Clean up the unsightly weedpatch you call 'Community Gardens'.
148:Stovall_Pl
Never been
154:N_Ivy_Rd
We don't really use the Blue Heron Preserve.
157:Loridans_Dr
More marketing
159:Peachtree_Rd
MORE A SENSE OF WHAT IT IS
162:Ivy_Pkwy
I haven't visited lately but parking was confusing when I was there several months ago.
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Q. 23 - If there was one thing you could
add to or change about Blue Heron, what would it be?
Comment

164:Lakemoore_Dr

Improve safety of crossing the Nancy Creek bridge on Roswell Rd or eliminate the need to
go on Roswell Rd. to create walk a loop on the trail.
169:Mountain_Way
More info about public gardening space
170:Rickenbacker_Way
lighting
172:Ivy_Trl
I don't go there but it nice to have it for others.
173:McClatchey_Cir
Better access from the side in the neighborhood

Maybe steps

174:Stovall_Blvd
Outdoor murals, gazebos, benches
181:Allison_Dr
?
189:Wieuca_Ter
Do NOT develop further. Protect and preserve the natural land and ecosystem that has been
there.
191:Park_Ave
Just reading about the preserve has piqued my interest, and I think I'll try to visit,
when we return to Atlanta in the fall.
193:N_Ivy_Rd
communication to the community, visible/engaging signs
194:Ivy_Rd
I haven't been there yet
204:Stovall_Blvd
Not much
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Q. 23 - If there was one thing you could
add to or change about Blue Heron, what would it be?

206:N_Ivy_Rd

Comment

Better signs to tell the public where this wonder place is.
212:Wieuca_Trce
I forget it is there
215:Buff_Dr
It does not look safe!
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Part 10 - Little Nancy Creek Park
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Little Nancy Creek Park

24. Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from your house? Please explain .

0
0

Yes- I can safely walk to LNCP from my house

0

Other

No - I can't safely walk to LNCP from my house since there is no continuous sidewalk access

Comment:

.,

500 characters left.

>

25. Do you think the current crosswalk/flashing light system provides a safe and effective way to cross from Winall
Down Road to Little Nancy Creek Park?

0

Yes

0

No

0

Other

Comment:
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26. How do you feel about various features of Little Nancy Creek Park?
Like it a Lot!

Like it

Neutral or No Opinion

Dislike It

Dislike it a Lot!

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Views of the creek

0

0

0

0

0

Park usability

0

0

0

0

0

Pedestrian accessibility
Parking
Walking trails
Playground
Safety at the park
Adult exercise facilities
Community garden
Concerts and other events

Comment:
,...._

v

>

500 characters left.

27. Tax-deductible donations are needed to help complete the sidewalk from the street to the Little
Nancy Creek Park walking trail and playground.

How likely are you to make an LNCP contribution?

Unlikely

Possibly

Very Likely

0

0

0

Comment:
,...._

>

500 characters left.
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Q. 24 ‐ Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from your house? Please explain.
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Yes ‐ I can safely walk to LNCP from my house
Other
No ‐ I can't safely walk to LNCP from my house since there is no continuous
sidewalk access
87% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.

100%
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Q. 24 - Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from
your house? Please explain.

4:McClatchey_Circle

Other

just barely walkable
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
no, see below
43:Peachtree_Rd
Not sure
57:Old_Ivy_Rd
see below
61:Stovall_Blvd
See comment.
82:Glengary_Dr
It's too far to walk
90:Valley_Brook_Dr
Too far
93:Beverly_Ln
I don't know where LNCP is!
130:Herrington_Dr
Too far from my house.
137:N_Stratford_Rd
Never been
143:Peachtree_Rd
See Comment box
144:Danube_Rd
I Don't go there
146:N_Ivy_Rd
Don't really know where it is
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Q. 24 - Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from
your house? Please explain.
Other

162:Ivy_Pkwy
Don't know as haven't found it yet.
163:Wieuca_Rd
No opinion, I've not been there.
172:Ivy_Trl
See below
175:Unk
Not sure, have never tried.
185:Valley_Green_Dr
live too far to walk
201:Wieuca_Rd
Way too far from my house
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Q. 24 - Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from
your house? Please explain.
Comment

10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr

It is a distance issue but we would walk there if closer. LNCP is an amazing park and
should be used in the vision for the Old Ivy Park. Everyone I know loves this park. What
a success for the area!
11:Valley_Green_Dr
Need more sidewalks all over this neighborhood.
17:Stovall_Blvd
Sidewalk is too narrow for stroller in spots. There is no safe way to get stroller into
LNC. Crossing Peachtree dunwoody with a stroller is terrifying. No crosswalk from n
Buckhead and have to jump up the curb with a stroller.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
The sidewalks are terrible on the East side of P'tree-Dunwoody- there are telephone poles
and mailboxes which make walking with a stroller next to impossible. In addition, people
try to run you over if you use the crosswalks.
32:Peachtree_Rd
Path400 is much closer.
35:Ivy_Rd
It's too far from my house.
57:Old_Ivy_Rd
don't know where it is...
59:Rickenbacker_Way
Too far from my house, and too many alternatives.
61:Stovall_Blvd
I can safely walk by crossing P/D twice. Once from the NBCA side and back across from the
Brookhaven side.
67:Wieuca_Ter
But I'm not walking with young children
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Q. 24 - Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from
your house? Please explain.
Comment

86:Mayfair_Rd

And it's too far to go with no reason top go there. Married couple "empty nesters"
88:Mountain_Way
I've visited with my children by car and it is a great addition to North Buckhead.
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
A sidewalk on the west side of P'tree D'woody from Stovall to the park is needed. I see
families crossing P'tree Dunwoody at Stovall to use the sidewalk on the east side & then
have to recross at Winall Down.The pedestrian crosswalk at Stovall & P'tree D'woody needs
drastic improvement.It is hard for drivers to see as it is very shady and in my opinion,
a tragic pedestrian accident waiting to happen.NB residents like to walk,run or bike in
B'haven but risk their lives to cross P'tree D'woody.
94:N_Stratford_Rd
It is just a little to far from us. Quick drive. Not safe for bikes. Too long of a walk
for my aged kids.
99:Carmain_Dr
Traffic and side walks are the issue
111:Arden_Way
Sidewalks in the area would be a great improvement to the livability. Also, there are
many large trees on Arden Way that are dangerously overgrown with ivy and eroded at the
roots to the point that I wonder what holds them up.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
I would love to walk from my house on Peachtree Dunwoody to the park, but because of the
sidewalk situation, too dangerous.
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
Not in my range of walking.
132:Carmain_Dr
Would love to have a sidewalk from North Stratford down to the park without having to
cross Peachtree Dunwoody 2 times. Don't like driving there because there's
understandably not a lot of parking. I would rather walk or bike, but don't want to
cross Pch Dunwoody.
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Q. 24 - Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from
your house? Please explain.

143:Peachtree_Rd

Comment

I can walk there; but crossing P'tree Dunwoody, coming from the Brookhaven side, is NOT
safely done!
157:Loridans_Dr
Not a cross walk at Loridans and Peachtree Dunwoody to connect side walks.
162:Ivy_Pkwy
I see articles in Newsletter about it but haven't driven around to find it.
167:Lakemoore_Dr
No. It is too far away.
168:Stovall_Ter
I would LOVE to be able to walk from Stovall Terrace to the park!
171:Ivy_Knoll
Many of the side roads won't support sidewalks, but still need more safety measures, like
speed bumps. Cars cut through at a high rate of speed.
172:Ivy_Trl
Too far a walk for me. I lived in the area for years and Peachtree Dunwoody is fairly
busy. Now I live in a condo on Roswell Rd. so it would be too far to walk.
174:Stovall_Blvd
Need sidewalk!
177:N_Stratford_Rd
There are no sidewalks on the side of the park on Peachtree Dunwoody. Also no clear paths
from street to park for walking. Access from Stovall Terrace would be amazing
181:Allison_Dr
Old Ivy has been a speeding disaster since I moved in 5 years ago and as I understand it,
for years prior. No one seems to want to do anything about it. There's very little police
presence and the speed monitors do little to slow traffic. Worse, I risk my life every
time I cross old Ivy (which is multiple times daily when I'm in town) because people
don't stop much less slow down for people in cross walks. Often cars honk at me for being
in the crosswalk. It's ridiculous.
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Q. 24 - Do you feel Little Nancy Creek Park is safely walkable from
your house? Please explain.

182:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

We desperately need sidewalk access along Peachtree Dunwoody to LNCP between Stovall Blvd
and North Stratford Rd. Similarly, we need a real traffic signal at the Winall Down
crossing that forces cars to actually stop. The lack of these two things makes it
impossible for most people to walk to the park - a shame!
193:N_Ivy_Rd
sidewalks are missing
194:Ivy_Rd
not sure
195:N_Stratford_Rd
I "can" walk from my house but have to cross P'tree Dunwoody twice, which is unpleasant.
A sidewalk on "my" side of the street would be awesome.
204:Stovall_Blvd
This is a major detraction from this park. Crossing Peachtree Dunwoody is not safe even with the signs. I see young families standing there with cars whizzing by not even
thinking about stopping to let them cross. It is a beautiful asset to our city and needs
proper, safe access.
211:N_Stratford_Road
I can get there - but it is VERY dangerous. Must cross Peachtree Dunwoody Rd twice to
stay on the sidewalk.
212:Wieuca_Trce
I wish there was an internal connection from the heart of North Buckhead to LNCP ; I
think of it as a park belonging to Brookhaven
213:Glengary_Dr
side walk near st. james church is completely overgrown and needs to be cut back to
safely take kids and the dogs down to the park
214:Wieuca_Rd
We are close enough to walk but don't feel safe crossing P'tree Dunwoody at Stovall Blvd.
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Q. 25 ‐ Is current crosswalk/flashing light system safe and effective?
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76% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 25 - Do you think the current crosswalk/flashing light system
provides a safe and effective way to cross from Winall Down Road to
Little Nancy Creek Park?
Other

4:McClatchey_Circle
could be a lot better.
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
it is okay but many cars do not slow down
34:Potters_Walk
a median would be good
35:Ivy_Rd
DK
43:Peachtree_Rd
Not sure
52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
don't know
64:N_Stratford_Rd
Sometimes
67:Wieuca_Ter
It's ok
75:Buckhead_Trce
Stop light needed
79:Mountain_Way
Don't know
84:Wieuca_Rd
Don't know
86:Mayfair_Rd
No Opinion
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
don't know. haven't used it
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Q. 25 - Do you think the current crosswalk/flashing light system
provides a safe and effective way to cross from Winall Down Road to
Little Nancy Creek Park?
93:Beverly_Ln

Other

Don't know.
105:Longleaf_Dr
No opinion
111:Arden_Way
not sure
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
Not so sure. Peachtree Dunwoody can be a race track at times.
117:Old_Ivy_Ln
Not sure
120:Lakemoore_Dr
NA
128:Herrington_Dr
Don't know
132:Carmain_Dr
Better than nothing, but maybe could be better???
146:N_Ivy_Rd
Never been
163:Wieuca_Rd
No Opinion, I've not been there.
172:Ivy_Trl
See below
173:McClatchey_Cir
Maybe not sure drivers follow flashing light
175:Unk
Not sure, have never tried.
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Q. 25 - Do you think the current crosswalk/flashing light system
provides a safe and effective way to cross from Winall Down Road to
Little Nancy Creek Park?
181:Allison_Dr

Other

Don't know. Never been.
209:Sheldon_Dr
Yes but only when walkers and drivers both use common sense, never guaranteed
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Q. 25 - Do you think the current crosswalk/flashing light system
provides a safe and effective way to cross from Winall Down Road to
Little Nancy Creek Park?
4:McClatchey_Circle

Comment

what if there were a way to access the park from the "back" side, so that someone coming
from the Wieuca area did not have to walk to Ptree Dunwoody and then down that street
7:Buff_Dr
The way people drive in Atlanta, you're taking your life in your hands.
9:N_Ivy_Rd
Haven't tried it. so i am neutral
14:Chateaugay_Ln
Should have a stop light that can be activated by pedestrian
29:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
I live on P'tree D'woody Rd, vehicle speeds can reach 50 mph or higher. Even the current
sidewalks are overrun with obstacles (utility poles, overgrown trees, bushes and shrubs,
mailboxes, etc.) that force pedestrians to walk in the roadway.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
I have almost been hit MULTIPLE times on this crosswalk! I am TERRIFIED every time I
cross. It is worthless- people always run that.
32:Peachtree_Rd
Don't use it.
35:Ivy_Rd
Don't know--I haven't tried it.
44:Herrington_dr
People on Peachtree Dunwoody still speed past.
46:Glengary_Dr
Would be better to have a light. Cars drive too fast through there and ignore light.
Oh course they frequently run the light at Loridans so I am not sure what a good solution
is.
47:N_Buckhead_Dr
People fly down Peachtree Dunwoody and there is absolutely no way that I would cross the
street at that location. It is dangerous enough at the light at Loridans where people
frequently run the light.
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Q. 25 - Do you think the current crosswalk/flashing light system
provides a safe and effective way to cross from Winall Down Road to
Little Nancy Creek Park?
48:Herrington_Dr

Comment

I am not familiar enough with the lay out
51:Land_O'Lakes_Ct
Cars don't stop
63:Wieuca_Rd
But we still need sidewalks on the other side of PD
64:N_Stratford_Rd
It doesn't always get people's attention, but it is better than nothing. Most people
driving through eventually stop for pedestrians at the crosswalk....it is just hard to
see sometimes so I understand why some people don't stop.
67:Wieuca_Ter
It's better than just a crosswalk, but we need a system that actually stops traffic like
the crosswalk on Roswell Rd near Fountain Oaks
68:Valley_Green_Dr
Have never crossed there.
81:N_Stratford_Rd
Do not know
82:Glengary_Dr
Please, no more lights and stop signs. Traffic needs to flow.
86:Mayfair_Rd
I don't favor a stoplight there, but would like to see speed flashing warnings
89:Loridans_Drive
But the guy with the blow ups in his yard are a hazard.
90:Valley_Brook_Dr
I would like to see a traffic light / ped x-ing similar to what Sandy Springs did near
the Kroger / The Chastain School on Roswell Road.
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Q. 25 - Do you think the current crosswalk/flashing light system
provides a safe and effective way to cross from Winall Down Road to
Little Nancy Creek Park?
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd

Comment

Need the same thing at P'tree Dunwoody and Stovall Blvd.
110:Stratford_Pl
I would like to see something done to slow traffic more as it passes the park. That is
the one fear I have with that park: that a child could run out so easily and be struck by
a car.
114:Ivy_Chase
Don't know enough about it.
117:Old_Ivy_Ln
Don't know because I don't have to cross.
132:Carmain_Dr
The cross walk is certainly better than nothing and it's super helpful, but I still worry
about crossing. People just drive so fast on that road.
134:Sheldon_Dr
Don't know
141:N_Buckhead_Dr
I'd suggest adding speed bumps prior to the flashing lights to ensure slower traffic
143:Peachtree_Rd
This crosswalk light system frequently does NOT work.
148:Stovall_Pl
People blow through those flashing lights all of the time!!
157:Loridans_Dr
Not effective at all. Drivers fly through crosswalk paying little attention. I like what
they did on roswell road up near the kroger shopping center. Flashing signs that stop
traffic for pedestrians and a new median
159:Peachtree_Rd
NOBU/ATL DRIVERS ARE NOT PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY; HARD TO OBSERVE PEDESTRIANS WHILE
ON NON-HAND HELD PHONE AND TEXTING AND THOSE LAWS PROHIBITING SUCH DANGEROUS
NEVER ENFORCED BY ATL POLICE; BUT FOR GOD'S SAKE DONT GO OVER 35 MPH ON 4 LANE RO
ROAD!!
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Q. 25 - Do you think the current crosswalk/flashing light system
provides a safe and effective way to cross from Winall Down Road to
Little Nancy Creek Park?
162:Ivy_Pkwy

Comment

Don't know. See #24.
172:Ivy_Trl
I used to live @ Club Dr & Winall Down. I'd still be fearful of walking my kids across
P.D. It difficult to see oncoming traffic with the hills and people go at a pretty good
clip thru there since there are no lights from Peachtree to Loridans. I'm not suggesting
a light - just making an observation.
182:N_Stratford_Rd
Please see comments above. We need a crosswalk with a real traffic light so that people
can actually cross the road without fear of being run down.
195:N_Stratford_Rd
It's not perfect but way better than before.
204:Stovall_Blvd
See above. Inadequate to say the least. Only an actual stop light would make it safe
(and that is not desirable either). We need sidewalks. Period.
211:N_Stratford_Road
I would like to see more of these added in the neighborhood - like at Stovell Blvd and
Peachtree Dunwoody, and at North Stratford and Wieuca.
215:Buff_Dr
Need more parking on the park side. Get rid of the GARDEN. Only used by a very small
number of people compared to the safety of all of the others.

E TALKING
DRIVING ARE
OSWELL
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Q. 26 ‐ How do you feel about various features of Little Nancy Creek Park?
Pedestrian accessibility
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76% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 26 - How do you feel about various features of Little Nancy
Creek Park?

7:Buff_Dr

Comment

I've never been.
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
Great job on LNCP. A truly great park for the community. My children love it and it is
our go to park with Chastain being 2nd.
17:Stovall_Blvd
More Parking would be nice. Need to be a safer way to cross Peachtree dunwoody with
stroller. Road is to steep.
19:Woods_Cir
Would love to use it but could only do so if I drove so it makes it a moot point. If have
to drive will just go to Chastain or Piedmont
30:N_Stratford_Rd
We love the playground at LNCP!!
32:Peachtree_Rd
Don't use it.
42:Unk
The park needs some clearing around the creek so that visibility is improved (i.e., so
parents can see older children playing in the field when they are with younger children
on the playground side); SIDEWALKS, a real STOP LIGHT, and sports court (half-basketball
court/4-square...) would be GREAT!
43:Peachtree_Rd
Haven't visited yet
51:Land_O'Lakes_Ct
one of my favorite parks!
64:N_Stratford_Rd
I will be happy to see the new additions to the park and playground. The plan looks like
a great one.
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Q. 26 - How do you feel about various features of Little Nancy
Creek Park?
Comment

68:Valley_Green_Dr
Do not use it so have no comments.
78:Ivy_Rd
Entrance is too steep and is dangerous.

82:Glengary_Dr
This park seems to be great for children.
84:Wieuca_Rd
I've only been once. It's not an easy walk due to distance and lack of sidewalks for me,
and I've had conflicts with the concerts but they do interest me. I didn't realize there
were adult exercise facilities; I might check those off when the weather cools down a bit.
86:Mayfair_Rd
Never been there
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
I didn't answer, because o short of volunteering for clean up in the beginning phases, we
have really been, but hope to go in the future. The concerts sound great, and food
trucks would be nice there, as well.
90:Valley_Brook_Dr
The covered area is a great addition. Will there be a way to reserve it for children's
birthday parties or other events? Via website or email? I'd be happy to make a monetary
contribution for it's use in exchange for confirmed reserved space. Thanks :)
97:N_Stratford_Rd
I unfortunately do not use this park so I cannot comment.
109:Stovall_Ter
my favorite park!
112:Eulalia_Rd
I feel like it is in a bad location. I would support smaller playgrounds in more
neighborhoods so they would be located on streets with lower and slower traffic.
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Q. 26 - How do you feel about various features of Little Nancy
Creek Park?

128:Herrington_Dr

Comment

No opinion
132:Carmain_Dr
Parking isn't great, but I also wouldn't want a massive parking lot there either so I'm
neutral on that.
143:Peachtree_Rd
Parking a car there is extremely difficult. Even if one can get in, one may not be able
to turn and get out.
146:N_Ivy_Rd
Never been
162:Ivy_Pkwy
See #24.
165:Wieuca_Rd
Have not visited,
166:Ivy_Park_Ln
Have never been there. Must go!
172:Ivy_Trl
Never been there but I can see the playground from the street - P.D.
173:McClatchey_Cir
More gravel covered parking places needed
181:Allison_Dr
Never been
182:N_Stratford_Rd
We need more pedestrian accessibility per my other comments. Parking is not great but
wouldn't be as critical with better pedestrian access. Safety is ok but could probably be
improved with lights and a way to actually close and lock the front gate of the park. The
community garden is frankly an eyesore and something I hear lots of complaints about in
terms of curbside appeal.
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Q. 26 - How do you feel about various features of Little Nancy
Creek Park?

185:Valley_Green_Dr

Comment

more parking would be great
187:Lakemoore_Dr
Not in a location in which i will would use.
189:Wieuca_Ter
Please do NOT develop further. Protect and preserve the natural land and ecosystem that
has been there. Sometimes we think "doing something" is the same as accomplishment,
progress and/or improvement. Less can be more. Do not feel compelled to keep adding to
the park. Absolutely do not even think about adding restrooms or other structures,
facilities. What is there is all we can handle for safety and consideration to those
living in the area.
191:Park_Ave
I've never visited.
193:N_Ivy_Rd
amazing what has been done here
195:N_Stratford_Rd
Keeping dreaming of a bathroom.
201:Wieuca_Rd
Have never visited LNCP
209:Sheldon_Dr
As a mom of 2 kids plus full-time job, I don't get there as much as I'd like to.
210:Stovall_Ter
This was promoted as if it was going to be similar to Blue Heron. Several violations of
the green space along the creek have damaged the area and causes confusion as to
boundaries. The lack of working gates has led to people being in the park after hours,
using motorized vehicles on the trail. We spoke to them and were told to [have sex with
ourselves]. Without working gates that are closed it is only a matter of time before
someone gets hurt and sues the City or burglarizes adjacent homes
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Q. 26 - How do you feel about various features of Little Nancy
Creek Park?

211:N_Stratford_Road

Comment

A little shade on the playground (or parts of it) would make it great!
214:Wieuca_Rd
We use this park weekly and enjoy it - can't wait to have a covered area since there
isn't much shade there now.
215:Buff_Dr
Very Good park but parking is very bad and dangerous for families to park across the
street.
Getting in and out of the existing parking is also challenging especially with the tight
curbs and our family SUVS.
Pulling out on Peachtree/Dun is difficult in traffic and no traction uphill and gravel
underneath.
Would also like more shade!
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Q. 27 ‐ Will you donate for sidewalks to LNCP's walking trail and playground?
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94% of survey respondents responded to this question. Their responses are shown above.
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Q. 27 - Tax-deductible donations are needed to help complete the
sidewalk from the street to the Little Nancy Creek Park walking
trail and playground.
4:McClatchey_Circle

Comment

already donated
30:N_Stratford_Rd
I care more about the sidewalk ON P'tree Dunwoody. I can use other paths to get down to
the playground.
32:Peachtree_Rd
Don't use it.
58:Stovall_Blvd
would rather give to Mountain Way common
67:Wieuca_Ter
Committing the majority of our resources to Path400 for the next 3 years
84:Wieuca_Rd
I made one once, but right now I'm not using it. Again, I'd be more likely to make a
contribution at a concert or event.
87:Old_Ivy_Ln
We have donated.
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
If I could safely walk with my grandchildren on the west side of Peachtree Dunwoody from
Stovall I would definitely give more financial support.
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
What section of the sidewalk?
142:Valley_Green_Dr
We are not too likely to use LNCP except on the periphery.
143:Peachtree_Rd
Have already done that
162:Ivy_Pkwy
I'd want to find it first then maybe contribute a little.
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Q. 27 - Tax-deductible donations are needed to help complete the
sidewalk from the street to the Little Nancy Creek Park walking
trail and playground.
182:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

We are pretty regular contributors to LNCP.
189:Wieuca_Ter
I'll contribute to the maintenance -- not development. This question does not make it
sufficiently clear where this sidewalk would be. I thought the city recently expanded the
sidewalk along the park and Peachtree Dunwoody Road.
211:N_Stratford_Road
We already have a brick there in support of the initial build. We would support again.
212:Wieuca_Trce
I don't care about a sidewalk down Peachtree Dunwoody but I would support a trail from
the center of North Buckhead
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
3:Stratford_Park_Dr

Comment

I thought the survey was very detailed. The only other item I would cover is traffic on
Wieuca, but I am not sure anything can really be done about that.
5:Loridans_Dr
What about agendas that the Association is going to support or not support. Why not have
survey on zoning issues etc.
6:Creek_Wood_Close
Traffic hot spots.
It would be great if there was a place to have casual summer get togethers and family
films. Ansley has done this for some time, and the new shopping center in Brookhaven does
this.
I wish I knew more about restaurants in the area, such as at Terminus and the Tower Place
area. It just seems there is a dearth of good neighborhood restaurants (vs. fine dining).
8:McClatchey_Cir
Would like to see more focus on quiet, peaceful, sedate appreciable homes. Less focus on
social circus like amenities.
10:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
I really think we have a great opportunity with the upcoming Old Ivy Park. We should get
neighborhood input for that park as it will be a much needed space for the immediate
area. I would love to see something like LNCP there since so many homes can walk there
(as well as kids from SS primary).
I also know BH is looking to extend it's footprint in the area with the new land
purchase. I feel the neighborhood should have a big voice in that as well.
We have a huge chance to make this side of Roswell Road as special as Chastain if the
right decisions are made along the way.
Thanks for all you do!
11:Valley_Green_Dr
This is a lovely, very convenient neighborhood with excellent representation from NBCA.
What seems to be needed most, however, is something to knit together the people of the
community. It's not much of a know-your-neighbor sort of place. Perhaps more social
activities such as book clubs would help.
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
16:Carmain_Dr

Comment

With City funding so restricted, the ONLY discretionary spending that we are likely to
see in the next 10 years is the recently approved infrastructure binds. We can't fall
asleep on monitoring how it's spent. Future surveys should ask the community how the
funds in our neighborhood should be spent. I support Howard Shook, but these decisions
should not be left to him alone. This is just too important.
21:Valley_Brook_Dr
Thanks for being such a great advocate for our community and a pillar for N. Buckhead.
You're really awesome.
22:Lovette_Ln
Living right off wieuca is a daily concern to me because of the high rate of speed people
drive. I believe it is the worst when drivers are coming from the direction of Phipps
blvd heading toward Roswell road. I wish Atlanta police would set up more speed traps.
People do not respect that it is a residential area.
24:Old_Ivy_Rd
Keep it going! North Buckhead is a wonderful mix of the city and the suburbs -- you can
have it all here.
30:N_Stratford_Rd
Solicit ideas and volunteers for community building in the neighborhood! Maybe a Holiday
Party to go see all of the n'hood lights via trolley, or start a babysitters network, or
host a beginning of summer celebration, etc. There are other neighborhoods that do this
that are considered "more family friendly" because of the community it creates.
32:Peachtree_Rd
NBCA does a good job {Gordan Certain}.
44:Herrington_dr
N. Buckhead is a huge nrigborhood. So many families with young children live here. I am
really surprised (having only lived in ATL for 3 years) that there is not as much family
friendly activities going on in this neighborhood. There is a ton of allocated green
space and yet only one playground to the entire community. There are very few events.
However the food trucks has been great and fun. I would like to see more places to bring
my kids in the neighborhood.
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
48:Herrington_Dr

Comment

I know surveys are important to gain the thoughts and ideas of the participants.
Normally I do not respond to any survey but I think what is being done for our
neighborhood is very important.
52:Land_O'Lakes_Dr
This probably sounds trivial, and maybe it is, but could there be a "reminder" in some
future newsletter about Recycling bins and Herbie Curbies? I have several neighbors who
put them at the street early on Sunday morning and don't bring them up until Tuesday,
Wednesday... It really annoys me to see them, and dodge them, since they are usually
left in the street.
I SO appreciate the North Buckhead updates that we get!!!
59:Rickenbacker_Way
Maybe ask if people have children. I do not, and think my answers would be very
different if I did.
61:Stovall_Blvd
Unrelated to the questions on the survey, I would like to see a crosswalk at Stovall Blvd
on the NBCA side. If you use the one that is there, you have to walk on P/D to get to it.
It is such a dangerous intersection there where the Stovalls come into P/D. Is it
possible to request a blinking light there for car traffic as well as foot traffic?
63:Wieuca_Rd
Sidewalks on Wieuca!
64:N_Stratford_Rd
Thank you for all our hard work for the neighborhood. We appreciate it!
67:Wieuca_Ter
good survey, hope you get some more responses. I didn't see it the first time - summer
not always the best time to catch people's attention
68:Valley_Green_Dr
I think the survey is fine. Love North Buckhead.
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
71:N_Stratford_Rd

Comment

PLEASE! Lets come up with a better name than "North Buckhead"! Its not too late. Noone
outside of NB ever describes the neighborhood as "north buckhead". And nobody likes using
the word "buckhead" more than we have to. Lets come up with a name that has some
character and something that distinguishes us. A name we enjoy and can stand behind.
Please! Everyone in the neighborhood has mentioned this at some point or another.
When someone says "where do you live?" "North Buckhead" means nothing and its an
embarrasing name anyways. Come on!
72:Longleaf_Dr
Love my neighborhood but feel that if we don't get the traffic to slow down on my street,
north straford and old ivy someone will get killed.
81:N_Stratford_Rd
We need to pay more attention to maintenance problems.
82:Glengary_Dr
Traffic is going to get worse..we don't need any more stop signs, bumps and humps on the
neighborhood streets to slow traffic more.
83:Ivy_Chase
Many of the questions I didn't answer because we have a home in the North Buckhead area
but don' live there full time.
Keep up the good work !!
84:Wieuca_Rd
I've attended a number of NBCA functions, and people are nice, but I never really get to
know anyone. Even if I go up and introduce myself and talk to someone, unless I see that
same person the next time I don't really remember them. I'd be interested in a smaller
block party, or some kind of icebreaker game or something to help get to know people.
We've lived here 18 years. I tried to have a party for my neighbors once but only 3
people came, so maybe having something more organized would help.
86:Mayfair_Rd
I would like to have seen much more focus on traffic issues, neighborhood watch, safety
related issues. Also feedback mechanism to the city for these and needed road repairs
"potholes", etc....
Concern about the parking/partying situation building up at Habersham/Roswell,
Roswell/Powers Ferry and Wieuca/Roswell. Not wanting to curtail successful business, but
they should "invest" more money/time in keeping the areas clean and managing the crowds
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
better.

Comment

87:Old_Ivy_Ln
1. We need to get our taxes under control.
2. we need to improve the roads.
I have mentioned some other things, but these are two REALLY important and urgent
problems.
91:Park_Ave
wish I could offer more and better input but I had never heard of North Buckhead Assn.
till last year when I got the newsletter.
My comments really should not even be considered.
92:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
Thanks to all the NBCA volunteers and a job well done.
96:Wieuca_Ter
Thank you for all you do for our community.
97:N_Stratford_Rd
Thank you NBCA for the great job you are doing.
100:Old_Ivy_Rd
Thanks
110:Stratford_Pl
Again, I voice my support for the Buckhead sculpture by Frank Fleming. It is a shame for
it not to be seen. I personally think the grounds of Blue Heron would make a great home
for it. It goes with the theme of nature. Blue Heron provides a bit of seclusion, where
the sculpture could remain unmolested.
114:Ivy_Chase
We need to put up statures of Gordon Certain and his wife - maybe on white horses,
115:Haven_Oaks_Ct
Thanks to the committee for putting together the survey and trying to make North Buckhead
a very desirable place to live.
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
Comment

116:Old_Ivy_Ln

Love the neighborhood. Been here a decade. The NBCA leadership does a tremendous job.
But I can't shake the feeling that if the city can't fix the traffic and access issues,
things like mini-parks aren't going to matter.
We need improved access in and out of our neighborhood, like yesterday.
Thanks for all you guys do!
119:Old_Ivy_Rd
Good survey. My thoughts have been covered.
124:Old_Ivy_Rd
NBCA does a fantastic job of serving the community. perhaps encourage all residents to
reach out to newcomers and steer them your way so they become aware of the resources at
hand.
As I mentioned there are 2 new families opposite our home on Old Ivy Road.

Thanks to Gordon and Sue Certain.
130:Herrington_Dr
NBCA should be voice for the redevelopment of Roswell Rd north from Piedmont to the city
limits. A more pedestrian friendly, parkway than what we have now. Planter or tree lined
median to improve the way it looks. Wide side walks that could help connect Blue Heron
to Chastain park. Speed reduction things need to be added to that stretch of Roswell Rd.

A red light at Lakemoore and Roswell Rd. is imperative to prevent more accidents.
Average speed down Roswell Rd. there is likely 55 or more. I do not live on Lakemoore,
but do use that street to exit the neighborhood.
Encourage high end development to remove some of the old broken down houses between
Lakemoore and Rickenbacker on Roswell Rd. Maybe create a CID to help fund the road
improvements, since it is a state highway.
132:Carmain_Dr
Great job!
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
Comment

134:Sheldon_Dr
NA

141:N_Buckhead_Dr
How can these three park systems be tied together? What is the process? What is the
likelihood?
144:Danube_Rd
Traffic improvement suggestions/issues
146:N_Ivy_Rd
Need better roads--lobby city
148:Stovall_Pl
I cannot believe that you did not ask about safety!! How safe do members of this
community feel? Do people feel that crime is increasing? Do you feel like there is a
prompt police response when crime does occur? Do you feel like the 911 system works
properly? Would you consider contributing to the hiring of a private security company to
patrol the area?
Honestly, to me this is the biggest issue facing our neighborhood and surrounding
neighborhoods, and yet the NBCA seems determined to pretend that crime doesn't happen
here.
Why such a huge emphasis on blue herons and parks? Maybe one or two questions, but to
read this survey, it seems that the entire mission of the NBCA is to protect the birds
and greenspaces. Our citizens deserve protecting too!
150:Conifer_Cir
Do an annual survey. Good thing. Perhaps ask our elected city council member to provide a
regular "feature" memo to the NBCA to include in newsletter that could update us on
topics related to our NB location. Protect our single family home character. Prevent
further traffic corridor encroachment. Be mindful of precedent setting zoning change
applications. Don't lie down and continue to let saturation and density be the be all and
end all as seems to be to those in control of commercial areas of Buckhead. Weekend
movement into and around Lenox now a tremendous problem. Rush hour often the same case.
And we can do nothing except hire more off duty police to be "stand in" traffic lights
creating even more unintended traffic problems?
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
153:Lakemoore_Dr

Comment

I have lived in NB for 25 years. I appreciate the commitment and leadership of the NBCA
by Gordon Certain and I look forward to the Newsletter each quarter. He IS Mr North
Buckhead..and I applaud him and everyone else that is involved in improving the quality
of NB for the rest of us! I am also a big fan of email notices!! Thank you to all.
154:N_Ivy_Rd
We really like the neighborhood and the friendliness of neighbors. Keeping as much of the
natural areas as possible would make the neighborhood beautiful and liveable. Keeping as
many trees as a possible would be nice. Perhaps some articles in the newsletter about
tree care would be helpful. We have our trees professionally trimmed every year and
fertilized several times a year. Most of the homeowners don't pay attention to their
trees unless there is a problem. It's better to maintain their health regularly to
prevent problems.
155:Arden_Way
Improving the roads would go a long way in beautifying the neighborhood. At least pave
Wieuca!

And how much longer will we have to look at that eyesore at the corner of Mountain Way
and N. Ivy?
157:Loridans_Dr
Ensure the questions are written in such a way you get valuable insights (i.e. a few
examples where other was an option bUT there wasn't a clear field that designated where
to note your other responses)
159:Peachtree_Rd
REPLACE THE
"CHEAP" CLOCK IN THE CLOCKTOWER AND DO MR LOUDERMILK PROUD!
160:Peachtree_Dunwoody_Rd
thought this survey was well done
I have lived in this same house in North Buckhead
for 55 years and love everything about it
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
162:Ivy_Pkwy

Comment

I've lived in a condominium complex over 30 years (The Ivys). The focus of the NBCA is on
individual residences for several good reasons. When I attend the annual meetings, most
don't seem to be aware that the west border (?) is Roswell Road and that there are
residents in that area. Maybe we're considered transient as apartment dwellers would be,
but I've been a resident for many years as have several of my neighbors.
Not that anything special needs to be done, but an awareness and inclusion of residents
of this type of housing would be appreciated. And, aren't there going to be more condo.
complexes?
Based on my answers, I see that I need to go exploring in my neighborhood as I don't know
where some of these parks are (maps already published in Newsletters will help).
164:Lakemoore_Dr
Keep the surveys coming. They are great idea generators and they likely inspire more
involvement from those who take the surveys and put some thought into them.
166:Ivy_Park_Ln
I would think this survey would be very helpful. We are a little worried that the
traffic around us all will be formidable and make everyone miserable as the new
construction brings more and more vehicles to this area. Thanks for the studies and all
that you do to combat this issue.
169:Mountain_Way
Keep up the great work!!
172:Ivy_Trl
I think the traffic is going to be beyond awful as Buckhead insists on putting as many
people, hi-rises and shopping centers as possible in a very confined space. We are in for
some spectacular logjams. The snowjams will pale in comparison to every day jams.I
experienced it a few years ago when the traffic wasn't nearly as heavy as it is today @
the intersection of Lenox @ Phipps @ Peachtree. The traffic came to a complete halt for
hours. The extension of Lenox Rd to Piedmont to relieve traffic on Peachtree is a joke.
All available space is being used for multi-family living and businesses. How does adding
all those people going to relieve traffic? Phipps Blvd from Wieuca to the Lenox Loop is
all multi family & hi rises. The over development from the Lenox/Phipps area to The Peach
Shopping center is going to be a traffic nightmare. What are these planners thinking.
This isn't N.Y. I know you can't halt progress but there should be some control. It
seems someone is asleep @ the wheel.
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
174:Stovall_Blvd

Comment

I just moved back to Buckhead this past year and am loving all of the improvements for
the community keep up the good work!
182:N_Stratford_Rd
I think the survey is well-designed and very helpful. We appreciate your taking the time
to get feedback from the community. I think this topic has come up before, but in light
of newsletter reports of recent break-ins, it might be worth asking whether people would
be willing to contribute to/interested in forming a neighborhood watch.
189:Wieuca_Ter
Protecting and preserving the natural beauty of this area without the compulsion to
"develop" the land should be one of our priorities. Again, please do not confuse
"progress, improvement" with adding, building, developing. Remember, sometimes (maybe
often in this case) less is more. The community will give folks credit for taking care of
what we have -- you do not have to build, add, create to do good for our community.
192:Peachtree_Rd
Thanks for caring!
194:Ivy_Rd
Thank you for all you are doing. I plan to sign up and would be happy to get involved!
195:N_Stratford_Rd
I realize this is beyond the scope of NBCA, but I would love to see the Roswell Rd.
corridor improved. Roswell Rd. is a big, ugly road, but Sandy Springs has made a lot of
progress with planting trees and upgrading lights. I accept that Atlanta is a driving
town, but I wish our "Main St" could look and feel a little better. I also wish we had
some smaller commercial strips on roads where people could park and walk to stores and
restaurants...similar to VAHI or Decatur or even Dresden Rd. area in Brookhaven. Maybe
W. Wieuca or Wieuca could transition to more businesses instead of residences?
Also, kudos on taking the initiative to keep our neighborhood informed and organized.
Happy to live here and grateful for the work of the NBCA.
200:Park_Ave
Since I personally do not know where Mountain Way Common is located, would be could to
have a picture of describe location in survey as well as other areas that are being
surveyed.
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Q. 28 - Do you have thoughts about this survey, about what we
should cover (or not cover) in future surveys, or general comments
about living in North Buckhead? Tell us here.
201:Wieuca_Rd

Comment

As a Senior who can walk to Blue Heron, I enjoy my occasional visits there.
However, the available parking is not well publicized. I have discovered that the parking
lot off of Roswell Rd is ample for many visitors.
For LNCP and MWC the emphasis is on walking to these sites. Where would one park if you
have to come a distance?
203:Old_Ivy_Rd
good job everyone!
204:Stovall_Blvd
No thoughts right now. thanks!
208:Park_Ave
you forgot to ask about traffic....
211:N_Stratford_Road
The traffic and congestion is getting worse. I know the master plan is supposed to help
address this, but it is getting worse - and with all the new buildings coming on line so
close to residential areas, something needs to be down. Soon I won't be able to leave my
house without being stuck in traffic, or run down by speeding cars while on foot.
212:Wieuca_Trce
Thanks Gordon
214:Wieuca_Rd
I'd love to have a moms group in N. Buckhead, or a book club. Since we live on such a
busy road, I don't often see my neighbors. Would be fun and a great way to create a sense
of community to have smaller preference-driven groups.
215:Buff_Dr
Great Association! Terrific at keeping us informed and involved in all the changes to
our surrounding neighborhood. All the new green space is great too.
Keep up the good work!
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